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AN ULTIMATUM IS
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l'fflting. The general, on leaving the
train, proceeded to his brougham,
wnich was In waiting. The assassin
followed him and threw two bombs
whk
wrecked the carriage.
"Tne assassin fled but was quickly
HH&rounded by soldiers and police. He

kept his pursuers at bay for some

DR. SUN

time with his revolver but was finally
overcome.
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Washington, Jan. 27. RepresentaFOR
tive Henry of Texas, chairman of the
houjfc roles committee, which recently conducted a hearing on the proposed investigation of the "money
trust ' Monday declared himself in
favor of such an Inquiry.
"There must be no sensational and
muckraking inquiry but a wise, deand effective
liberate, systematic
BEN CRAVENS,
DELEGATES FROM THAT STATE
8ENTENCED TO probing Into the conditions constituting the trust," said Mr. Henry. He InLIFE IN PRISON, THREATEN8
TO DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
timated he was prepared for opposi
TO INJURE BERT WELTY.
SOON TO BE CHOSEN
tion from some of the democratic
leaders in the house.
"There should be no pussy-footinHIS
COMPANION
IN
CRIME
WILL NOT BE TIED
DOWN
or gum shoeing by the trustees of the
people now holding seats in this con
ASSOCIATE
OF OUTLAW
HAD gress," said Mr. Henry. "Let those CAN CAST THEIR VOTES FOR MAN
BEEN TAKEN FROM PENITEN
agents of the people stand up and
WHO 8EEM8 TO BE THE MOST
vote openly and boldly in behalf c
TIARY TO IDENTIFY HIM.
POPULAR
their constituencies."

Japan Recognizes Empire.
Tokio, Jan. 27. Japan intends to
adhere to the principle of the integ
ABDICATION.
rity of the Chinese empire. So much
was gathered from the replies of Vis
count TJchida, the foreign minister, to
HE SETS AN
EARLY
DATE
interpolations introduced at a meet
ing today of the committee of the
IF THRONE 18 NOT VACATED BY house of representatives.
JANUARY 29 HE WILL
TO SELECT REFEREE
AfTTACK PEKING.
San Francisco, Jan. 27. A referee
for the One Round'' Hogan-'HarleMASSING AN ENORMOUS ARMY Tommy"
Murphy fight at Oakland on ADMITS THAT HE IS THE MAN
January 30, will be selected tonight
at a conference between the man- NOT
100,000 MEN ARE NOW PREPARING
UNTIL AFTER CONVICTION
and Promoter Cof froth. Harry
agers
TO MAKE ADVANCE UPON THE
AND
SENTENCE DID MURFoley and Eddie Hanlon have been
ANCIENT CAPITAL.
DERER
REVEAL NAME.
considered for the place. The fighters
a
rounds
of
average eight
boxing
day
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 27 Presi- in addition to their road work.
Guthrie, Okla., Jan. 27. Ben Crav
dent Sun Yat Sen of the provisional
ens, who was arrested at the doors
Chinese republic, has issued an ultiWANTS EIGHT HOUR DAY
of the Missouri penitentiary a few
matum declaring the Manchu throne
27. President months ago when he finished serving
Washington, Jan.
must be abdicated by 8 o'clock on Gompers of the American Federation a four year, sentence under the name
the morning of January 29, the date of Labor, before the senate committee of Charles Maust, was today senset for the ending the armistice be- on education and labor today attacked tenced to a life term in the federal
tween the government and the repub- manufacturers in general because of prison at Leavenworth, Kan., for the
licans, or an attack w(ill be made on their opposition to the establishment murder, 11 years ago, of Alvin Bate-mathe capital. This information reached of an eight hour work day.
at Red Rock, okla.
here today in a cablegram to the
Mr.
Cravens no longer denies his idenGompers declared
nothing
Chinese Free Press.
would gjive a greater impetus to in tity and says he is happy that he was
An army of 100,000 men is headed
dustry and to the expansion of trad not sentenced to death.
toward Peking, according
lo the than the eight hour day. He also in- "But there Is one thing certain,"
cablegram, which further declares that isii mai u woum Better the re threatened Cravens after sentence had
within 30 days 500,000 revolutionary lations of employer and
been passed upon him, "when I get
employe.
troops will be marching against the
up to ieavenworth I'll get even with
City. The imperial general, Tun Kee
Bert Welty."
Sui, has forsaken the Manchu cause,
Welty who was Cravens' companion
in the crime, was brought here from
says the dispatch, with his army of STEEL BILL TO BE
10,000 men and joined the revolutionthe penitentiary, wfhere he is serving
a life sentence and identified "Maust"
ary army at Shao Kan, in the province
of Hupeb. A cablegram received by
PASSED TODAY as Cravens.
the Chun Sai Yat Po, a Chinese 'dally
paper published here, says Chau
QUAPANTINE IS LIFTED
Quing Ming has been urged by PresiDallas, Tex., Jan. 27. Success that
dent Sun Yat Sen to continue Id of- Will reach the finance committee of the senate for has marked attempts of physicians to
Canton.
of
as
fice
viceroy
combat the spread of meninigits and
HEARING ON MONDAY.
weeks
several
He resigned
ago
the gradual eradication of the epide
to lead an army against Peking. Chun
27. The house to- mic has developed
such optlmtism
Jan.
Washington,
asto
decided
Is said to have
again
officials
took
and
citizens
bill
the
that pubfor
amendment.
steel
among
day
sume the office of viceroy.
Democratic leaders predicted it would lic schools will reopen February 5.
be passed before adjournment. When Theaters, which closed their doors
General Liang Pi Injured.
Democratic Leader Underwood moved because of lack of audiences, will re27.
PI,
General Liang
Peking, Jan.
to
close general debate the republi- sume bus'ness Monday.
a high Manchu official and former
can leaders objected and demamic
commandant of the imperial guards,
record vote which was taken. The
was injured, perhaps fatally today,
bill should reach the finance commit
OIL IS ADVANCING.
unidentified
an
by a bomb thrown by
tee of the senate on Monday where
New York, Jan. 27. The Standard
Chinaman in military uniform. The
will be held.
Oil company has advanced the price
man hurled the bomb from the side hearings
The first amendment offered to the of domestic oil delivered byj tank
of the road as Liang Pi was alighting
bill started a fillibuster which threat- wagon from 7 to cents a gallon, this
from his carriage to enter his home.
ened to delay the passage of the meas- makes a two cent advance in local oil
Both of the general's legs were broken
ure.
Representative Martin of Colo- since the first of the year.
and torn and the Immediate amputamoved to put on thi
tion of one limb was necessary. The rado, democrat,
in the manufacfree
list
article
any
was
instantly
assailant himself
turer of which more than 10 per cent
killed by the explosion. General Liang
of the workmen engaged In produc- THOSE MARGIN SHEETS
PI was a strong reactionary and had
over eight hours a day. The
been supected of Implication In the tion work
motion
was
declared out of order and
Mu
STILL IN EVIDENCE
recent assassination of General
other amendments were considered.
Lu Cheng.
The agents of .he revolutionary
THE TRIAL OF THE PACKERS IS
party in this city recently intimated
CHARACTERIZED BY TECHNIthat a dynamite campaign was not im- MEDICAL KFN TESTIFY
CAL TESTIMONY.
Yesterfuture.
near
the
in
probable
day's and today's affairs may be the
FOR ACCUSED WOMAN Chicago, Jan. 27
beginning of a series of similar
of Sterner G. Langher, margin clerk
crimes. It is evidently the intention
for the National Packing company, by
out
tb
to
pick
the
dynamiters
of
FOR
DEFENSE SAY Attorney John Barton Payne to show
prominent officials and military off- COUNSEL
the varying margins and selling prices
THEY WILL PROVE MRS.
icers opposed to the republican move
of shipments of beef from the same
INNOCENCE.
ment. The republican agents, who do
plant sold in different cities was connot attempt to keep the nature
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 27. Presenta- tinued in the packers' trial today.
their mission in Peking secret, deThe witness read lists of shipments
be
will
not
resumed
of the case of the defense began
tion
clare that fighting
showing the weights, margins and
Immediately, although Isolated con- today in the trial of Mrs. Linda
Hazzard, accused of having selling prices of beef sent from the
flicts may occur. They communicate
openly with the staff of Premier Yuan starved to death Miss Claire William- Chicago, St. Joseph, Mo., Kansas City
Shi Kal. Many of the members of son, a wealthy English woman who and Omaha plants of the National
which have expressed revolutionary was a patient at the Hazzard sani- Packing company to eastern cities.
The period covered was from 1907
tarium.
sympathies.
Medical men were put on the stand to 1910 and the prices ranged from
One of the revolutionary agents
Inhere makes the assertion that he has to controvert the state's experts, who 5 to 8 cents a pound. Several
there
to
where
were
referred
stances
been received by Premier Yuan Shi testified that the treatment given
a cent
Kal, who made him the promise to Miss Williamson was responsible for was a difference of more than
release a number of suspected dyna- her death. Counsel for the defense a pound in the prices of dressed
miters who have been Imprisoned re- said lit wpuld attempt to show that meats sold in an eastern city the same
Miss Williamson had been suffering day.
cently.
By these comparisons the defense
Premier Yuan Shi Kal made an- from serious ailments all her life and
other effort today to overcome the had been failing for eight years when endeavored to refute the statement
that the cost and margin system used
deadlock and as a result of an inter- she placed herself under ,Mrs.
treatment as a last resort. He by the alleged packers' combination
view) with the empress dowager at
the palace, It is believed an early will attempt to prove that Mrs. Haz- was uniform and played an important
abdication of the throne is again un- zard Instructed her nurses to give the part in fixing the selling price of
patient any and all food they desired fresh beef. The witness produced the
der consideration.
"red books" in which the average
to eat or could assimilate.
did
sales
and margins were kept
"We
Mrs.
as
Chlh.
on
Hazzard
Hual
believe
Attempt
Langher testified that ten copies
Tien Tsln, Jan. 27. An attempt much for Claire Williamson as any
was made this morning to assassinate doctor of the regular school," declared were made of all the weekly margin
B.
Brigadier General Chang Hual Chlh counsed "excepting that she did not summaries. One was sent to L.
J.
to
one
a
which
station
here.
The
vice
railroad
Patterson,
surgical operation,
perform
president;
at the
general was not injured. The would-b- we believe would have resulted in T. Risen, superintendent of shipping,
assassin, who is a young China- death sooner. We hold that death and one to each manager of the six
man, apparently arrived here on the was due, not to starvation, but to se- shipping plants of the National Packsame train as Chang Hual Chih from vere organic weakness."
ing company.
PRE8IDENT OF PROVISIONAL
NESE REPUBLIC DEMAN8
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MORSE LEAVES H08PITAL
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 27. Charles W.
Morse, the New York banker, whose
prison sentence recently was commuted by President Taft, left the army
hospital ait Fort MePherson .today.
He was brought to a local hotel
where he will stay until he is able
to be moved, probably to some Flor
Ida resort
Morse was accompanied

EDITION.

SENATOR TILLMAN
REFUSES TO
TALK

by Mrs.

Morse and his sister, Miss Jennie SJtYS HE WILL MAKE NO
REPLY
Morse.
He was conveyed from
TO THE CHALLENGE OF COLthe military reservation in an ambul
ONEL WATTERSON.
ance. His physicians thought the removal from the hospital where he
spent so long a time after his transfer DON'T CARE FOR CONTROVERSY
from the federal penitentiary would
aid his Improvement. It was the first
time In more than two years Morse DECLINES TO GO FURTHER INTO!
THE WATTERSON, WILSON-HARVEescaped the eye of government offl
cials.
EMBROGLIO.
BANDIT

BAND CAUGHT

Chihuahua, Mex., Jan. 27. The ban JEDITOR ISSUES STATEMENT
WOLTER MUST DIE
dlts who for several weeks have been
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 27. Albert W.
operating with success In the vicin- DECLARES HE WAS NOT ONLY
Wolter, murderer of Ruth Wheeler a 15- - SOME SUPPORTERS OF LA FOL- - ity of El Fresno ranch were
captured
AUTHORIZED TO BOOM PROLETTE WERE PRESENT AND
year-olstenographer, whom he 'lured
in an abandoned house by a body of
to his room by promise of employment,
MADE TORRID 8PEECHES
FESSOR BUT DID 80.
rurales who surrounded the place and
must die at daybreak Monday.1 Gov
the
In
of
entire
nine.
captured
party
ernor Dix decided today finally not to
San Francisco, Jan. 27. California the corral outside the house were nine
Washington, Jan. 27. Senator Ben- Interfere.
horses belonging to the men which jamin R. Tillman of South Carolina
to
the
democratic
national
The court of appeals in its opinion delegates
had been stolen from ranches In the today declined to reply to Colonel
declared that .although Wolter had convention probably will go to the
The bandits were tied with Henry Watterson's challenge of laBt
to
convention
with instructions
sup vicinity.
been conv'cted, on circumstantial
eviropes and brought to this city where night in connection with the
A
the
choice
candidate.
port
popular
dence, he had been fairly tried and
contro-versresolution to this effect was referred they were lodged In the penitentiary.
justly convicted.
to the committee on resolutions of the The men were in the midst of a good
"If Colonel Watterson
has any
state central committee today and the meal when they were surprised.
proofs of what he says he ought to
sentiment indicated that it would be
publish them. I have nothing more
adopted.
to say." This was Senator Tillman's
A
ITALIANS
SEIZE
The session was marked by several
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
only comment It had been reported
torrid speeches by supporters of Wood-roearlier in the day that he would make
Wilson, William Randolph Hearst
a detailed reply. Colonel Watterson
FRENCH
VESSEL In
and La Follette.
the meantime had issued another
Plans for procedure in electing
Washington, Jan. 27. Senate: Not
statement In which he said:
in session; meets 2 p. m.
delegates to the national democratic
'In my letter to Senator Tillman I
Samuel Gompers, before education convention under the new California THE TAVIGNANO, BELIEVED TO promised proof of any statement made
CONTAIN CERTAIN CONTRAand labor committee, scored manufac presidential primary law, were disby me that might be disputed. GovBAND, 18 8TOPPED.
turers for opposing the eight hour cussed today at a meeting of the
ernor Wilson denies that I had any
democratic state central committee.
day.
authorization from him or any agent
Rome, Jan. 27. The French pas- of his to
The state law provides that the names
House: Met at noon.
raise money for his cam
steamer Tavignano which was
I have the proof that I have
Consideration continued on the steel of candidates appear on the primary senger
paign.
seized
by Italian torpedo boats last not
ballot, either In groups of 26, under
i
bin
only authorization but that I actnight off Biban, Tunisfl has been reraised a considerable sum.
Chairman nAiry of the rules com the name of the presidential candi- leased.
ually
toA
note
Issued
mitee declared for a "sane and unsen date for whom preference is express"I
hold
myself ready to furnish this
explains that the French steamsational investigation of the money ed, or In a "no preference" column. day
to Senator Tillman at once If he
proof
Ital-loer
was
seized
the
latTavignano
by
Some committeemen advocate the
trust."
torpedo boat destroyed Fulmlne will do me the honor personally to
ter plan and declare it would result
to
not
committee
decided
Call on me, as I am confined to my
Judiciary
In a better popular expression of pref at a distance of nine miles to the east
t
halt
hotel
and cannot call on him. If
legislation probe be
erence and give a fuller representation of Zaris and outside of French Senator Tillman's
cause of pending suits.
single averment af
waters.
to the voters. A resolution has been
ter
this
Inspecting
proof be either
As It was rumored that the Tav
prepared, binding the committee to
or Insufficient I propose
equivocal
conin
was
ignano
engaged
carrying
the "no preference" plan.
traband and as the Italian officers, on that Governor Wilson name two conROOSEVELT STRONG
fidential friends, I naming two, the
searching the vessel, did not find
to name a fiftn and this court
four
any customs receipts on board, the
BUREAU OF PUBLIC HEALTH
steamer was escorted to Tripoli. Three of gentlemen be established to deter
IN MICHIGAN STATE Washington, Jan. 27. Without pass- hours later, however, after a thorough mine the issue between us. I must
ing upon the measure as such, the inspection of the ship had not re- insist that this be done without desenate committee on public health vealed any contraband, the .Tavig- lay, as I shall leave Washington next
GOVERNOR OSBORN DECLARES HE today adopted an amendment to Sen- nano was relesaed.
Tuesday night to fill important enator Owen's bill creating a department
COULD CARRY THAT 8TATE
l
note points out gagements elsewhere."
The
of public health to provide only for a that the presence of sailing vessels
BY 100,000 VOTES
Tillman later dictated the follow
bureau and to prohibit discrimination led the Italian officers to believe that ing: "Senator Tillman declined to be
Chicago, Jan. 27. "If Roosevelt is against any school of medicine or me- the Tavignano was about to unload interviewed further In regard to the
nominated he should carry Michigan thod of healing. Further action was but it does not mention that any incident, saying there was no longer
an issue between Colonel Watterson
by at least 100,000 votes," "said Gover- postponed.
barges were shelled.
nor Chase 'E. Osborn at the Roosevelt
and himself. The issue is now between
Colonel Watterson and Governor Wilnational headquarters here today. The
governor said he believed Roosevelt
NEW RAILROAD COMBINE son and they must settle it for themselves. So far as he was concerned,
would be a candidate if the people of OUSTER SUIT DRAWS
he considered the matter settled and
the country demand it
HAS BEEN PERFECTED ended."
Asked if he thought either President
NEAR TO A CLOSE
Taft or eSnator La Follette would accept his suggestion that they retire
IN
Wilson is Mum
in favor of Roosevelt, the Governor ACTION HAS SEEN IN COURTS HILL, GOULD AND MORGAN
DOMINATE
WILL
TEREST8
said:
Roston, Jan. 27. Governor W'lson,
OVER FOUR YEAR8, NOW
ROAD8 IN WEST.
"If Roosevelt Is a candidate, yes,
when asked at the City club today if
NEARLY COMPLETED.
but they probably will not retire volhe desired to make a statement, reNew York, Jan. 27. Reports that a
In
field
the
the
untarily. With Roosevelt
garding
Kansas City, Jan. 27. Taking of readjustment of the railroad situa- controversy said he had nothing to say
they probably would retire during the
circuto
continue
be
tion
is
on the subject at this time.
convention, for he would be nominat- testimony in what was expected to be lated Inpending street
Wall
despite the de
the last day of the hearing of the
ed."
The
few
forth
a
nials put
days ago.
Governor Osborn suggested to the state's ouster suit against 26 lumber
combine is to be one of the Hill,
Harvey Out of It
committee that a meeting of the com- companies charged with violation of
law began today with Gould and Morgan interests against
New York, Jan. 27. Colonel George
mittee be held here on February 6 the anti-truHarriman roads, according to an
to determine whether the people really the questioning) of the last witnesses the
Harvey, editor of Harper's Weekly,
account
today, and will mean control said
desire Roosevelt for a candidate. He for the defense.
today that he did not propose
of property from the Atlantic to the
to say a thing about the latest desaid that the sentiment could be deWith the testimony of both sides Pacific. The Herald
o
today says
termined by that time and If it were In, Special "Commissioner Reynolds
velopments in the
the plan:
suto
to
his
will present
controversy. Asked If
not favorable it would be useless
the
findings
the railroad situation he
later either
continue the work. A meeting was preme court The arguments of the in "Controlling
say
something
might
the east, the
group is on
the
called for late today to act on his attorneys will be made next fall, now
correspondror
prepared to dominate the
suggestion.
bringing to an end a suit that has west of the Mississippi river. Plans ence or on his break with Governor
been In the courts more than four are
Wilson, Colonel Harvey laughed and
being considered for a joint own
years.
replied:
In
New York
Stubbe
the
Gould
two
of
the
roads,
ership
1
"God bless me, I don't know.
C. C. Brandenbaugh, traveling sales- Denver & Rio Grande and the West
New
Jan 27. Governor
York,
Walter R. Stubbs of Kansas, who, man for the Central Coal and Coke ern Pacific, to be divided between think I'll keep out of it forever from
with several other governors has de- company of this city, testified that the Missouri Pacific and Chicago, now ou."
clared himself for the nomination ol the price of yellow pine was con- Burlington & Quincy systems which
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt for the trolled entirely by competition and will give the Hill line a through route
TAFT AND HADLEY COMMENDED
presidency, reached New York today. local conditions. He said conditions from Chicago to the Pacific coast
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 27. The adColonel Roosevelt spent the day at were not the same in any two states
"Blair & Company who financed the
Oyster Bay today and Governor Stubbs or in different parts of the same greater part of the Western Pacific ministrations of William H. Taft as
could not say whether he would see state, and that prices varied accord- project are known to lean favorably president and that of Herbert S. Had-leas governor of Missouri were
the former president before leaving ingly. He said that prices fluctuated toward an alliance with the Hill sysNew York. Governor Stubbs will ad- dally, and that the exact; price filed tem. It is thought that the Rock strongly endorsed fey the Missouri Edidress the Kansas society, at its annual by him for a sale was largely a mat- Island may also enter into the new torial association at its final session
ter of personal judgment
combination. Benjamin F. Bash, pres here today. The resolution of endorsebanquet Monday night
Mr. Brandenbaugh said he regarded ident of the Missouri Pacific system ment stated that President Taft had
Governor Glasscock of West
who has come out for Roosevelt the price lists sent out by the manu- who was recently elected president of redeemed his platform pledges
and
will address the West Virginia so facturers as merely reflecting the gen- the Denver & Bio Grande, Is known that Missouri under Governor Hadley
President Taft also eral condition of the market and that to be in favor of alliance wth the bad done honor to the republican
oiety tonight
will make a speech before the society. they had little influence with him.
Burlington."
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DEMONSTRATION TRAIN ENDS

ITS; SUCCESSFUL
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FACTORY GIRL

Too Sick to Work
Following a Three Hours' Meeting in Clovis This Afternoon The
Equipment Was Returned to Agricultural College While Lecturers And Demonstrators Returned to Their Homes Ten Per
Gent ot Population of New Mexico Visited Train Which Proved
of Immense Advertising Value to The New State.
ClovU, N. M., Jan. 27. The Santa to do better farming, how to grow betFe's New Mexico agricultural demon- ter fruit, how to improve irrigation
stration train, when it concludes its methods, how to grow better stock.

Doctor
Advised Operation. Restored to Health by
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Compound.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. "I run a
machine in a large factory and got
ail run down. I had to
give up work for I could
not stand the pains in mv
back. The doctor said I
needed an operation for
female trouble but Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable

JANUARY

27, 1912.

agricultural state, and to dissipate the
long standing impression of a land ot
The
sage brush, sand and
fact of 16 days of open air meeflnee
in
alone has made the
train unique in the records of demon
'stratlon train work, and has attract
fKl wld
attention.
semi-deser-
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OPTIC SATURDAY,

mid-Janua-

LAUNCHING
Newport News, Va., Jan. 27. The
revenue cutters Miami and Unslga,

the first government vessels turned
out by a private ship yard under the
eight-hou- r
were successfully
law,
launched today at the yards of the
Newport News Shipbuilding company.
The Unalga was christened by Miss
Elizabeth Hilles, daughter of Presi- dent Taft's secretary, while the Miami
was named by Miss Barnes Richardson, daughter of Representative
of Alabama. The two vessels
with a displacement of 1,100 tons
each, will cost $250,000 apiece. The
Unalga is specially fitted to do poi'ce
duty in the north Pacific, while the
Miami is designed for service on the
Florida coast.
RicL-ardso-

h

Alhi-querq-

even-station-

j
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The Famous

N

f

Lamp

The Rayo Lamp if the best and most serviceable lamp you can find
for any part of your home.
Its strong white light has made
It is in use in millions of families.
it famous. And it never nickers.

or the parlor the Riyo gives just the light that is most effecdining-rooa becoming lamp in itself and to you. Just the lamp, too, (or bedroom
or library, where a clear, steady light is needed.
d
; also in numerous other styles and
The Rayo u made of solid brass,
finishes. Easily lighted without removing (hade or chimney ; easy to clean and rewick.
Aikvow dealer to show you hi line o Ravo Umps ; or write For doKripthf circular la saj eocv o tb
It is

nickel-plate-

Continental Oil Company

We have just received a lirge and beautiful line of the new Sea.
son's Gingham9. Desirable patterns in the newest color combinations in

large varieties.

ALL FAST COLOR
12 U2g Per Yard

n

KID GLOVES
We have just received a full and complete line of Kid Gloves, including 12 to 16 Button gloves in White, Black and Tan, at $3 50 and .
All sizes Colors and qualities in short gloves at $1.00 to $2.25.
$3-75-

VICTOR

ROSENWALD'S

TALKING

BLOCK

HACHINES

00'm

WILSON TO VISIT RHODE ISLAND
Providence, R. I., Jan. 27. Politi-

p,

TO WELCOME NEW CARDINAL
Boston, Jan. 27. Boston Catholics,

with the cooperation of members of
the denomination
throughout New
England, today completed the elabor-aatpreparations for the welcome of
Cardinal O'Connell upon his return
home from Rome. The new cardinal
and his suite are passengers on the
White Star liner Canopic, which ie
due to arrive here Monday. The ceremonies of welcome will be continued
an entire week.
e

PLAZA

ESTABLISHED 166Z

RAILWAY

cians here are looking forward with
considerable interest to the visit of
Governor Woodrow Wilson, who is
coming to Providence tomorrow for
the purpose of conferring with the
democratic leaders of the state upon
the coming presidential campaign and
the general situation in Rhode Island. During his stay here the New
Jersey executive will be the guest of
former Governor James H. Higglns
MOTOR BOAT SHOW OPENS
Boston, Jan. 27. Boston's annual
motor boat show, the place where the
boat builders, the engine makers, and
the manufacturers of nautical fittings
for power craft disclose to the public
their latest product for the coming
season, opens In Mechanics' Building
tonight and will continue for one week.
Every available foot of space in the
big exhibition hall is filled with exhib-itsome three hundred manufacturers
having been assigned places.

EXTEND

MAY

Norfolk, Va., Jan. 27. Stockholders
of the Virginia railway, at their annual meeting here today, voted to increase the capital stock from $36,000,-00to $65,000,000. The added capital,
it is understood, is to be employed
in extensive improvements, with a
possible extension to the Great Lakes
through new lines or purchase of existing lines. The road was built by
the late H. H. Rogers and is still con.
trolled by his estate.
0

Charles Durham, Lovlngton, 111., has
succeeded in finding a positive cure
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
the bed every night olear thro' on
the floor. I tried several kinds of
kidney medicine and I was in the drug
store looking for something different
to help him when I heard of Foley
Kidney Pills. After he had taken
them two days we could see a change
and when he had taken two thirds of
a bottle he was cured. That la about
six weeks ago and he has not wet
In bed since." O. G- Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

Cure.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
P. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out obligations made by
his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free. Price
76 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
"Cures In Every Case"
Mr. Jas. McCaffery,
Mgr, of the
Sohlltz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recommends Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, because it cures in every case.
"I have used it myself and I have
recommended it to many others who
have since told me of its great curative power in disease of the throat
When buying a cough medicine for and lungs." For all coughs and colds
children bear In mind that Chamber- fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
lain's Cough Remedy is most effectual
for colds, croup and whoping cough
WORLD GOWING WISER.
and that it contains no harmful drug.
For sale by all druggfsta.
The world is growing wiser every
day and the people of Las Vegas are
Medicines tnat aid nature are at growing wise to the fact that there is
ways most effectual. Chamberlain' no better coffee than Golden Gate,
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
allays the cough, relieves the lungs which is sold by the Las Vegas Meropens the secretions and aids nat- cantile company. It has a delicious
ure in restoring the system to a blend that cannot be equaled. It sells
healthy condition. Thousands have at 45 cents a pound, two pounds for
testified to its superior excellence
85 cents or two and one-hal- f
for $1.
Sold by all druggists
(
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS

It

In the

tive.

FOR SPRING, 1012

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
can
He
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
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GINGHAMS

DOUBLE

Compound helped me
three hours' meeting here today, will This interest has been the most enmore than the doctors
break up, the equipment returning tc couraging thing we have encountered
did. I hope that every
of
work
of
the
the agricultural college where live in tbe whole course
one who is suffering will
stock and exhibit will be unloaded the agricultural college. It shows
get the Compound. My
how great is the need for
pains, nervousness and
and the cars returned to the Albu
backache are gone and I
to
the
of
the
but
work
a
college
the
is
It
weary,
carrying
querque shops.
have gained five pounds.
well satisfied corps of demonstrators farmers of the state; the need for
I owe my thanks to your
and lecturers who will start for their intelligent, persistent extension work
medicine for it is the
homes at the New Mexico agricultur- so that our fanners may receive the working girls friend, and all women who WOLTER NEAR ELECTRIC CHAIR
al college this afternoon. The demon- benefit of practical instruction in the suffer should write to you for special
New York, Jan. 27. Albert W. Wol-ter- ,
stration train staff has put in as busy most advanced and most profitable advice." Miss Tillie Plenzig, 3 Jay
who?e murder of
Ruth
St, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
a 17 days as they will ever care to farming methods.
Wheeler horrified this city two years
lived
for
over
has
When
a
remedy
"The farmers in many parts of New
see. During the entire tour of the
ago, is to pay the penalty of his fiend-'syears, steadily growing in popuSunshine state, from early morning Mexico, " said Dr. Garrison,' are at thirty and
crlma in the death chair in Sing
influence, and thousands upon
till late at night it has been a con- the turning of the way. The next two larity
thousands of women declare they owe S'ng pri3cn early In the coming week
stant series of stops and starts, lec- or three years will determine whether their very lives to it, is it not reasonable "hough convicted on circumstantial
tures, demonstrations and question- these districts are to be filled with a to believe that it is an article of great evldenc ;, the veroici was affirmed ty
the court of appeals and there ap
ings. The work, has been changing prosperous and happy people, or merit?
We challenge anyone to show any
no chanoe of the brutal murconstantly to meet conditions in the whether the plains are to be marked
other one remedy for a special class of pears
various sections of the state and the with abandoned homestead shacks as disease which
such an enor- derer escaping the chair.
attained
has
needs of various communities; yet it monuments of failure. There is ev- mous demand and maintained it for so
Ruth Wheeler, who had just fnished
has been of absorbing interest to the ery reason to believe that success is many years as has Lydia E. Pinkham's a course in stenography In a business
workers and there has been abundant possible. It is only a question of go Vegetable Compound.
college, left her home on March IT,
evidence of its benefit to the people, ing after it in the right way. As an
If you want special advice write to 1910, to answer an advertisement ofso that the educators and experts investment the state could not do bet- Lydia E. Finkham Medicine Co. (conf- fering employment. She failed to reLynn, Mass. Tour letter will
from the state agricultural college are ter than to spend a generous amount idential)
be opened, read and answered by a turn and the next day her family rethe
of
instructresults
of money in encouraging and
well satisfied with the
woman and held in strict confidence. ported her disappearance to the police. A week later Albert Wolter was
trip and the consciousness of workjjng these farmers. The investment
well done.
Nothing that has ever will be repai dten fold within a de
arrested charged with abducting her.
been done has aroused the interest cade in the increased tax receipts proximately 35,000 people, or more He wag about to be released because
and made for the advancement of from the enhanced value of the land than ten per cent of the total popula- of the weakness of the evidence
tion of the state. In several counties
better and more profitable farming and its improvements.
against Wm, when the Wheeler girl's
"While the dry farmers in eastecn 40 per cent of the county population body was found, burned and wrapped
In New Mexico as has the demonstraNew Mexico are especially in need of visited the train and in a number of in rags, on the fire escape of a tenetion train.
because smaller towns 90 per cent of the popu- ment house in East Seventy-nintThe officials of the Santa Fe, heads instruction and assistance,
of the operating, traffic, colonization they are working under conditions! lation attended. In cities like
street, where Wolter had lived with
Roswell, Las Vegas and Ra- a gi1 named Katie Muller. The Mul-le- r
and agricultural departments, on their which are new to them and are atway to their several headquarters this tempting the solution of problems ton, from 20 to 40 per cent of the
girl was arrested the following dav
afternoon, after a week with the train, which are as yet unsolved, it is equal- population passed through the exhibit and gave the police assistance in comare also well satisfied with the work ly true that the farmers in the irri- cars and heard the lectures. Nothing pleting their case against Wolte-- .
immegated valleys, in the broad areas has been done in the history of the Within 30 days after the crime WoUer
they have made possible, the
diate results achieved and the enor- where pumping projects are being state which has so encouraged better had been tried and found guilty of
mous indirect results Bure to accrue. developed and in the older settled farming. The train was a complete murder in the first degree An appeal
The feeling of the railroad officials portions of the state, need expert ad- success from start to finish. The San- to the higher court has serred to difvice.
The most profitable forms of ta Pe railroad went to large expense fer the execution of the murderer for
by C. L.
was well expressed
ot
colonization
agent
(
general
agriculture under irrigation are high- in the operation of the train, but the nearly two years.
the rfvstem who said: "Nothing we ly specialized industries which can officials of the railroad are so well
there
have done in development work has be best pursued by men who have satisfied with its success that
UNIQUE NAME
be
will
than
it
them."
doubt
repeated
that
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is
little
made a special study of
been of more Immediate
.
at
for
with
next
stops
demonstration
constitution
longer
year
state
this
of
"Our
provides
the operation
The agricultural college also Many People Cannot Pronounce Name
train. It has done good work from the establishment of a department of
to expense and its faculty
of
the
has
been
we
direction
the
every
have
under
and
of World's Most Famous Catarrh
agriculture
start to finish
of
cause to be thoroughly gratified with regents of the agricultural college to has done an enormous amount
Remedy
We do this kind of work. If the gover- work in connection with the train,
what has been accomplished.
High-o-m- e
that's the proper way
are especially pleased with the wide- nor and the members of our first state but the college authorities also feel
by
shown
legislature could have been with ub that the success attending the train to pronounce HYOMEI the old reliable
spread and sincere interest
featthe people of every section vlsltea. on this train, if they could have heard warrants making it a permanent
remedy, that has rid tens of thoueducational
in
ure
attendthe
station
agricultural
as we have heard, at every
sands of people of that vile and disI have been astonished by the
exstate.
who
men
our
the
of
work
all
from
for
has
the
help
ance. It
surpassed
appeals
gusting disease.
sat- are
to
our
to
can
men
do
shown
all
Mexico
help
that
HYOMEI Is made of purest AustraNew
has
and
Gives
Advertising
doing
pectations
isfaction that the fanners of New themselves, and if they could have
The demonstration train has been lian eucalyptus combined with thythey seen, as we have seen, the eagerness of great value to the state from an mol and other effective antiseptics
Mexico are progressive, that
want the most advanced methods, of these people to learn improved advertising standpoint.
Articles de- and is guaranteed to be free from
and that they are ready to take ad- methods of farming, there would be no scribing the tour have been asked cocaine or any harmful drug.
HYOMEI is guaranteed to end the
vantage of every oportunlty for bet- doubt but that prompt and ample for by newspapers, agricultural magaextering individual and general farming provision would be made for this
zines and farm and stock journals misery of catarrh, asthma, croup, ca
conditions. The results from the de- tension work. I believe that they are all over the country. These are be- tarrhal deafness, bronchitis, coughs
or colds, or money back.
monstration train have been com aware of this great need and that the ing furnished by the
Breathe it that's all, no dosing the
pletely satisfactory. Panning In New cry of the farmers which goes up to gration and a volume of the best
fall upon
sympathetic class of advertising is being received stomach. Complete outfit, including
Mexico is progressing rapidly. Just them will
how rapidly haa been best shown by ears.
that could have been securedL in no indestructible inhaler, $1.00. Extra
if needed, 50
the great attendance on and success 10 Per Cent of Population Visits Train other way. The train has done as bottles of HYOMEI,
The first New Mexico agricultural much as any other Influence to secude cents at E. O. Murphey's and drugof this train. With a united, persistent pull, the development of agricul- demonstration train has made a new for New Mexico fnal recognition as an gists everywhere.
ture in this new state during the next record for attendance upon such a
few years will astonish the country." train In an equal length of time. The
train was out for 18 days, of which
College Men Pleased With Work
Gir Powerful Tmeo
"We could have asked no more cor- two were Sundays when the train did
cjF'
TRAMPtN' 'ROUND ON
j
dial reception than has been given us not operate. There were 16 days of
njj
fti
by the farmers of New Mexico and actual operation. During that time
coun26
the people generally on this tour," the train traversed 17 of the
said President W. E. Garrison, of the ties of New Mexico, traveled 1,658
state agricultural college. "The at- miles over Santa Pe tracks, not counttendance has been all that could be ing the return trip to the Agricultural
desired. It has been eager, intelligent College, made 68 stops of from one to
interest; a deep desire to know how tbree hours, and was visited by ap
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Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From
Washington, ,Jan. 27. President
Taft will spend the first three days
New York, Jan. 27. Materalls of
Mobile, Tells How She Gained It
undeniably lovely, but the thing that
of the week in his home stale Mnn- rough or at least slightly rough tex- hag given women pause in this mat- Could
Hardly Eat Gradually !day night he will speak at the Aleture are exceedingly popular at the ter la that the
Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for
only way in which
Kinley Day banquet of the TippeGrew Worse. Relieved by
present time. This preference is re- this silk is made to subscribe to the
years, with womanly trouble," writes
canoe
clab
in
Cleveland
fol
the
and
flected In a large
RESIGNATION ACCEPTED YESTER- Mrs.
percentage of the modes of the moment Is a way which
Parana.
Sigurd Hansen in a letter from ATTORNEY GENERAL FRANK W.
lowing day he will visit Columbus to
new tailor suitings which the merDAY
BY GOVERNOR M'DON ALD;
CLANCY HANDS DOWN INTER-ESTINthta
"I felt weak and always had
produces .effects far from being gencity.
Mr. A. M. preside at the dedication of the new
chants are showing since the first of erally
a headache and was always going to
OPINION.
iiiiiiyiiwiiaWish
The changeable tafNO SUCCESSOR
becoming.
NAMED.
31. federal
Box
Ikerd.
the year. There are
building in thai c'ty. He will
the doctor. At last I was operated on,
charming stuffs feta model is invariably quaint, prone
B u Is
West
in
Akron
speak
of this kind In all light,
Wednesday night, and
and felt better, hut soon I bad the
Santa Fe, N. M, Jan. 27. The folspringlike to bound scallops and purrings and
lington , Iowa, return to
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 27. Governor same
Washington in time for the
tones, soft gray mixtures, white and ruehinge and
writes:
trouble.
lowing
opinion of importance to every
shlrrings and high
black stripes, checks, etc., and par waists and fichus, and the
"I had ca- supreme court dinner Friday evening. McDonald has accepted the resigna-tionMy husband asked me to try Cardul. one of the 260 county officials of New
average
Two of the prominent presidentilal
f Cleofes Romero as warden of
tarrh of the
tioularly in the brownish tones ran;
I felt better after the first bottle, and Mexico, has been handed down by At
looks a freak when she aspires
stomach and aspirants, Senator La Follette of Wis-- s the state penitentiary to go into ef- now, I have a good
ing from deep ecru through buff and to be quaint. With the increasing popappetite and sleep torney General Frank W. Clancy:
1
1
lntes-- ! ( onsin and Governbr Wilson
m a
sand and light khaki tones, a flecking ularity of
of New fect on February 15. The governor Is well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells
taffeta,
however,
particutines for a Jersey, have accepted invitations to not yet ready to Tnrnounce- the ap- me I am looking better than he ever Hon. John Joerns, January 25, 1912.
of white usually giving softness and
larly with the enthusiastic Parisian
Traveling Auditor,
number of speak at the annual dinner of the pointment of a successor. Unexpected saw me."
character to the coloring.
endorsement of this silk in black and
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
I went
years.
has
All of these light
Periodical Publishers' association In opposition
If you are sick and miserable, and
developed within demobrowp, yellowish white, models more adaptable will
Dear Sir. In response to your into a number
cratic party ranks to the appoint- sufferfrom any of the pains due to
and ecru shades are, so rumor has it,
of doctors and Philadelphia Friday night
as to the compensation of counprobably be evolved, and already good
quiry
ment
to be greatly worn, and
of
City Clerk J. B. McManus of womanly trouble try Cardul.
Milling interests throughout
the
got no relief.
officers after the admission of New
certainly the results are being obtained by using
ty
Cardul is successful because It is Mexico to statehood
manufacturers have proceeded upon taffeta lavishly in connectian with
and finally! ountry and a wide range of other in- - Albuquerque to the position. Governby the proclamathat assumption, for throughout all wool, as satin has been used
of myUiustriea as well are vitally interested or McDonald expects to devote con composed of ingredients that have been tion of the
one
on January 6,
during
president
doctors sent in the hearing on the question of siderable personal attention to affairs found to act curatively on the woman
the new fabrics one finds these color- recent seasons.
1912, I am of opinion, after careful
me
to
Chiat
the penitentiary and may mak ly constitution.
substitution of tonnage in transit.
ings frequently repeated.
Indian silks and embroideries have
cago, and I which will be begun by the interstate da,y vlslt8 t0 tn penal institution For more than fifty years, it has been examination of the provisions of the
The rough White woolens are made become the vogue In Paris within a
constitution, tnat those officers will
met the same
for 8ome Ume ln order to
himself used by women of all ages, with great be entitled to
up into fetching long coats for south- few weeks,
fate. They commerce commission in Washington
receive the compensato the grandly sue
owing
ern wear, coats on the order of the cessful and
As a result of privileges ob- fully and to keep in close touch with success. Try it Your druggist sells it tion
.Monday.
the territorial statsaid
provided
by
magnificent Durbar. Exthey
If.
B.
Write
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tained some time ago millers have every detail of management.
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Special
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book.
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etc., which have been epidemic this appreciated in mlllinerv at
ing for me; been able to bring in grain from pro- ernor McDonald has been in close
shall make some different provision.
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present.
Women,"
tent
f
A.
H. Hudspeth of
Mr. A. M
with
said I had ducing regions, mill it into flour and
winter, but of medium weight, and and the old fashioned Indian bandanas
The question Is not entirely free from
cancer of the ship the flour to market on
White Oaks, who arrived yesterday,
even the smoother serges are
balthe
but I am unable to reach
twisted
and
smartly
draped into quaintly cone- stomach and there was no cure. I al
this
afternoon
in
to
at
matters of Btate but there
the residence oh difficulty,
regard
ance of the through rate from farm
fashioned in such ample over-al- l coats. shaped toques,
different
conclusion.
any
edged with fur, are most thought the same, for my breath
is no annoi'pr'ement as yet as to ap- Palace avenue of Governor L. BradFor the white serge frock all de- among the present-daSection 1 of Article X of the Con
novelties. It was offensive and I could not eat any- to market. Following the granting of
ford
Prince, the president of the
crees of fineness and all kinds of is quite certain that Indian embroid- thing without great misery, and I grad- this concession .to milling interests pointment'- or on other matters in
board. The meeting this afternoon stitution, provides that the legisla
twills seem permissible, and one finds eries will be most recherche this ually grew worse.
other industries obtained the privil- which all the people are particularly
was held to discuss the report which ture at Its first session shall classify
e
rood looking
"Finally I concluded to try Peruna, ege, and various abuses, it is charg- interested.
frocks in the spring, also the famous Indian musthe counties and fix salaries for counGotnor McDonald has not called the board will make to Governor W
rougher, more loosely woven white lins, either plain or embroidered, in and I found relief and a cure for that ed, in the form of substitution of tonty officers, which shall apply to those
C.
McDonald
and
for further resignations and no apdreadful disease, catarrh. I took five nage soon
wjhlch will go b
woolens, but a very heavy frock ma- rich glowing colors.
at the first state election; and
elected
appeared.
ments have been made. The fore the legislature. The members of
bottles of Peruna
two of Manalin,
terial is always rather a mistake for
no county officer shall receive
Commissioner Prouty of the Inter- - point
that
The flchu craze is still In Its zenith, anu I now feel likeand
a. nw mmi
the
are:
board
t..
L, Bradford Prince,
the woman who has to be economical many
commerce commission will be only reason for making appointments
any fees or emoluments other than
evening and day gowns being is nothing better than Peruna, and
at this time, the governor says, is to president, Santa Fe; Malaqulas
and cannot afford frocks of different
a
the annual salary provided by law,
hearing at Denver Thursday in have them out of
prettily ornamented with this up to keep a bottle of it in my house all the gin
vice
Vences-lapresident, Taos;
the way before the
weights.
and all fees earned by any officer
the important case of the Southwestdate old time conceit. Indeed, to all time."
Jaramillo, secretary and treasmeets at which time he
The new
Ask Your Druggist for a Free Peruna ern Shippers' association asking a re legislature
shall be collected and paid Into the
trotting frocks ages the artistic all lace or
will be very busy with the press of urer, El Rlto; John H. Sloan, Hanta
differ but lfttle in general character
of the county. Were it not.
Almanac for 1912.
kerchief Is becoming and a
adjustment of southwestern freight
Fe; Squire Hartt, Jr., Ranches of treasury
from those which were worn this winfor the last clause of this section,
rates from seaboard points. The chief legislative business. It is understood Taos.
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Philadelphia,
quail
outside,
inaugurawth
be
if
increased
fastening
the recommenda
only (jhree
edly
plaited aTid erenerallv tferhtlv
tion of General Manuel Bonilla a? tions of
new models high of waist, short of
buttons.
Bernalillo
county by Warden Gable performance of the duty, there r
Governor McDonald are acted
left
veiling the silked-clawith
for distribution thus stocking up the be no remedy except by an appeal to
The old fashioned light colored sat- president f Honduras, and the ar- upon by the legislature.
sleeve and showing one variation or its new fashioned sandaled foot,
chaussure
rival ln New York of General Sir
another upon the kimono sleeve.
"It Is not fighting men we need," depleted preserves in this section the people at the next legislate
Which is quaint and picturesque for in and kit slippers are no longer in
election. In the absence of any acuse. Evening footwear is wholly in Robert Baden-Powel"the
The cassock or citrate type of
of
hero
said
Captain Fred Fornoff in an In- with these game birds.
evening wear, but absolutely unsuittion
metal
by the legislature, the existin
who
to
effect.
is
Mafeklng,"
make
tour
of
a
frock
not
has
terview
with the governor, "it is men
trotting
yet been able for outdoor exercise.
statutes with regard to the compensathe United States and Canada in the with the
NO MORE DISTRESS
laid aside and many of the prettiest
A positive furore is noticeable now
and
intelligence
to
interest of the Boy Scout movement, ferret out crime. I can hireability
new things button straight. down the for flame color. The
FROM THE STOMACH tion of county officers, must be confighters
glowing red tones
of
which
sidered, under Section 4 of Article
he
is
full length of the throat! Tunic lines that are seen in the
the
founder.
for
$40
a
we
but
month,
need the
feather decked
XXII, as remaining in force until the
are also popular for the
No
service of those with the training
hats of the winter season are reDyspepsia, Gas, Heartburn or Inshall act. Whether the
legislature
WITH THE BOXERS
frock, but they are straight and nar- peated In the ballroom, where flame,
which comes of a thorough education."
Five
Minutes
digestion
when It does act. ma
legislature
row, find it is only among the mere carnation,
The Danger of La
Delegation after delegation comes
Later.
rhododendron, rose, cerise,
law as to salaries so fi;r
the
make
Is its fatal tendency to Grippe
formal frocks that one finds the tend and currant shades make vivid
into
the
office
of the governor and Inpneumonia.
To cure your la grippe
ency toward more draped lines.
coughs take terrupts his work, which at this time
splashes of color. In simple lustrous
Frankie Mandole and Ted Maloney Foley's Honey
Every family here ought to keeu retroactive as to apply tc the comand
Tar
R.
Compound.
The taffetas seem predestined to velvet softened about the bodice
is
some
very heavy. His mail has piled up
Diapepsln in the house, as any pensation of all of the new county r
by will meet in Albany, N. Y., January E. Fisher, Washington, Kan., says:
great popularity in the spring. Paris silver lace or cream net these red 30.
was troubled with a severe attack on his desk to the extent that it will one of you may have an attack of In- fleers from the time of their Qualif'I
has done much with them this winter frocks are
Al Kaufman Is back at his home of la grippe that threatened penumo-nla- . take days to handle it, and this to- digestion or Stomach trouble at any ication, need not now be considered.
especially effective for midA
If the legislature should so
and they have had some attention winter entertainments, and while the in
provide,
San Francisco. He says he is suf- and Tar friend avlsed Foley's Honey gether with the office seeker, keeps time, day or night.
Compound and I got relief the new chief
it
would undoubtedly require an ac
here, hut nothing assuming the pro- dowagers and young married women
This
executive
tied
harmless
down
to
from
will
malaria.
di
fering
preparation
alter taking the first few doses. I took
portions of r genuine vogue.
The choose this fabric and satin the degest anything you eat and overcome counting fro mall officers who may
Bert Moughton, the Irish bantam- three bottles and my la grippe was routine work.
have received any fees, of tha monev
changeable o" chameleon colorings butantes appear in chiffon and mousa distressed,
uet the genuine, ln the yel
Blake Franklin Resigns.
stomach five
weight, who came to this country a curea.
have been most in evidence and are seline de sole that are
collected, but it is much more probiuw
u.
u.
and
pacKage.
schaefer
minutes
afterward.
equally bright, few weeks ago, has returned home. Red
Blake Franklin, formerly of Santa
able that the legislation will be enCross Drug Co
If
meals
your
don't
has
Fe,
tempt you, or tirely
resigned as law officer in the
prospective, and the salaries
Forest service and will go to Los An- what little you do eat seems to fill fixed
will begin when the law goes inor
you,
a
like
on
lays
geles
lump of lead in to effect. Under Section 23
February 3, to practice law
of Article
and as attorney for an insurance com your stomach, or if you have heartIV, laws are to go into effect
ninety
is
a
that
burn,
pany.
sign of Indigestion.
days after the adjournment
of the
Ask
Pharmacist
your
a
for
Treasurer's Receipts.
case of Pape's Diapepsln, and take legislature enacting them, with cer
The following sum of money was
tain exceptions which do not seem to
a little just as soon as you can.
received yesterday in the office of the
include such matters as the classlfl-catio- n
state treasurer, O. N. Marron: Jack- There will be no sour risings, no
of counties and the fixing of
belching of undigested food mixed salaries of
son Agee, treasurer of Grant
county officers. Still, it
county. with acid, no stomach
gas or heart- might reasonably be held
$564.98.
that the
fullness
or
burn,
heavy feeling in wording of Section l of Article
School Directors.
X, althe
stomach,
Nausea,
Debilitating ready referred to, creates another ex
The office of the superintendent of
public instruction is in receipt of Headaches, Dizziness or) Intestinal ception to the general rule as to
many letters of inquiry as to the griping. This will all go, and, be- when laws shall go Into effect.
status of school directors whose terms sides, there will be no sour food left
You will see that a large
part of
expire in April. The department de over in the stomach to poison your what I have said is of an uncertain
'
sires to say that there will be no de breathl with nauseous odors.
and speculative prophetic, nature,
Pape's Diapepsln is a certain cm and is not, perhaps, material to the
parture from the old law which will
be in force until next September, and for
stomachs, because it question under discussion, but it does
that one term expires and two hold prevents fermentatkm and takes hold throw some-ligh- t
upon the
of your food and digests it just the intention of the makers of theprobable
over as usual.
constisame as if your stomach wasn't tution, it will be seen that It wtn
Supreme Court.
be at least several months before the
ine state supreme court met this there.
Relief in five minutes from all legislature will act, with a
afternoon, but immediately took a re
possible
cess until 10 o'clock Monday morning. stomach misery Is at your drug store lapse of several more months before
The decision in the O. L. Owen
the legislation will become effective,
waiting for you.
t
was expected some time today.
These large
cases of Papes during all of which time the county
but the opinion was not finished late Diapepsln contain more than suffi officers would have no
compensation
m me arternoon and the
adjourn- cient to cure any case of Dyspepsia. whatever, unless they receive that
ment was taken to allow time for the Indlgestiltml or any other Stomach which is provided by the
existing tercourt to complete its work.
trouble.
ritorial laws.
It Is inconceivable
that any such condition as this could
Corporation Filing.
The Ernestine Mining
HAVE YOU HEARD THE" NEWS 7 have been intended by the constitucompany
filed a certificate
Well! The 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store tion.
its
designating
place of business and agent this morn- have just received a nwe shipment of
Yours very truly,
ing with the corporation commission. the little novelty pistol fobs, which (Signed)
FRANK W. CLANCY,
The certificate declares that R: p. were sold out
OF4DER
last week. Come soon
Attorney General.
Barnes is the agent, and the place of before
they are gone.
business, 209 Bullard street Sliver
CHICHESTER nniun .
City.
WHAT IS THE MATTER?
r
'57.w
,
Jif"i."
Board of Regents Meet.
Diamond n
JWeWert
iie.118 w.
you do embiroldery.
If you
Cap't
M.
m Blue Ribboo.Kr
The board of regents of the New can't, come to the 5, 10
srwl
Take eo other. B.r of your V
and 25 Cent
Mexico
SpanlshrlAmertcan
I
Normal Store and get the kind of pattern you
,
ItRA.ND VI tjtftnjg
?H
School of El Rito met at 2 o'clock want
Qr&Mic. , ysRciiata.
and you can get a free lesson.
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ANOTHER "REASONABLE"
DECISION
Federal Judge Angell, at Detroit,
lianded down a decision in which he
takes the view that the supreme court
if the United Slates, in Its recent famous "light of retason" opinion, had
of rendering the Sherman law nugatory.
Judge Angell
declares that such an interpretation
as Is being persistently used to foment popular distrust of the highest
Judicial tribunal in the land Is a
gross distortion of what the court
really decided, and he made his own
decision in tho
"bathtub
combine" In consonance with that
conception of the supreme court's
meaning.
If the learned jurists who are kicking holes in the supreme court decisions big enough to accommodate
the bandwagons of their political
favorites would devote their legal
acumen to harmonizing the court's
opinion with its manifest purpose of
upholding laws which will cure evils
that are proved rather than loosely
asserted, they would find that the
supreme court is the staunchest
friend of such needed reform as will
punish wrongdoing without victimizing rightdoing in the industrial
world.
And if the politicians could
he induced to forego their prejudiced
appeals to the curbstone, in the interest of justice, they would find that
the real and effective reform is that
which proceeds upon the fundamental
Segal presumption of innocence until
guilt Is proved.
That the Sherman law has many
and palpable weaknesses is admitted
men generally, but
by
that the Bupreme court by Its insistence upon Its Interpretation in the
light of reason has "betrayed the interests of the people" is merely the
contention of demagogues. Mr. La
Follette's latest contribution to the
weird demogogy of the campagin is
the demand for the recall of the supreme court But for the time being
the supreme court is safe and there
are still those who do not aubscrble
to the doctrine of mob rule and resultant anarchy. Monopolies which
seek to hide behind the interpretation placed upon the supreme court's
decision by the politicians will find
that the courts of the country are
Just as strong aa ever in their championship of Justice and their regard
for the interests of all the people.
--
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ITS NO MATTER
matter what you want

In the
Tt's no
Une of blank books you can find it
at the Bally Curio store. A complete
stock is always kept on hand. If you
have original Ideas regarding books,
loose leaf or otherwise, we Cf get
them for you in short order. 1 e
Baily store hanrl'on everything in
id stationery line.

l:-?- k

WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Henry Goke, deceased.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
of Ban Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greeting:
Yon are hereby notified that the
11th day of March, A. D.. 1912, has
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court In and for the County and Territory aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament and a
codicil thereto of said Henry Goke,
deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have here
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 4th day of
January, A. D.jl912.
LORENZO DELGADO.
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court.

In reply to Inquiries received from
various officials of the counties of San
Miguel, Mora and Guadalupe, which
make up the Fourth judicial district
for which be te legal adviser; District
Attorney Charles W. G. Ward has prepared for mailing a somewhat lengthy
statement. According to his Interpretation of Section 1 of Article 10 of
the constitution of the state of New
Mexico the county officers must deposit such fees aa they collect with the
county treasurer. Salaries are to be
fixed by the first state legislature.
treasurers. It 1b likely the
the opinion that county officers
may recelvq remuneration according
o the manner prescribed under the
territorial regime until the legislature
which would entitle them to fees.
Mr Ward has advised all officials in
his district to deposit fees with the
count ytreasurers. It Is likely the matter, which Attorney General Clancy
saya Is a difficult one, may have to be
decided by the supreme court, according to several New Mexico attorneys.
mat-give- n

NOTICE

TO WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that T. H. Flowers the
undersigned was appointed on the 3rd

adminis
day of January,
trator of the estate of Ray G. Flow
ers, deceased, and all persons having
claims against the estate of said Ray
G. Flowers, deceased, will present the
same within the time prescribed by
A. D. 1912

law.

T. H. FLOWERS,
Administrator.
Call for Republican Convention
the State of New Mexico

EVER WATCHFUL

Little Care Will Save Many East
Las Vegas Readers Future
Trouble
Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber hue
of health;
The discharge not excessive or infrequent;
Contain no
sedl
ment.
Doan's Kidney Pills are especially
for weak kidneys.
Let an East Las Vegas citizen tell
you how they work.
H, A. eSelinger, 307 Grand Ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "In
January 1907, I gave the public state
ment in praise of Doan's Kidney
PUIs to the effect that I had procured
this remedy at the Center Block
Pharmacy and had used It with the
most satisfactory results. My trouble
was principally from pain and lame
ness across my kidneys and I am glad
to say that Doan's Kidney Pills completely relieved me. At intervals I
have had slight recurrences of pain
in my back hut Doan's Kidney Pills
have never failed to prove effective.
Whenever anyone has questioned me
regarding my former testimonial,
have urged a trial of Doan's Kidney
Pills. I know that this remedy lives
up to representations.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

for
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"brick-dust-lik-
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IN NEW YORK CITY
You will find Hotel Cumberland, at
street
tyroad way land Fifty-ourtnear Central Park, an idea location
h

in tho retail shopping and theatei
district, with the subway, elevated
and surface cars at hand. A hand
some, modern, beautifully furnished
hotel with one of the best rostau
rants In the city, but moderate it
Rooms with bath, $2.50 pei
prices.
day up. Send for booklet Harry P
StfUBon, manager.

mNTI-TRUS-

T

LEGISLATION

Washington, Jan. 27. The judiciary
Lommittee of the house will proceed
with discussion of more anti-trulegislation, regarding pending prosecutions under the Sherman iaw. This
was reiterated today by Chairman
Clayton when he declined to stop the
argument of Charles H. Jones of the
Commonwealth Shoe and Leather
company of Boston at the request of
counsel for the United Shoe Machinery
i
company against which an
suit has been filed.
"Today three companies control the
shoe business of the United States,"
said Mr. Jones. He then declared that
patent rights and leases maintained
the "shoe trust."
anti-trus-

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BROMO Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
Tablets. Druggists refund money 11
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S slg
nature Is on eaou box. 25c.

GERMAN EMPEROR'S BIRTHDAY
Berlin, Jan. 27. Emperor William

celebrated his fifty-thirbirthday ancourt fesThe
usual
niversary today.
tivities were attended by royal and
princely persons from all parts of the
Berlin observed the day as
empire.
a general holiday, the festivities being
In the nature of a continuation of the
Frederick the Great bicentenary celebration which bas occupied the greater part 'tJfMne' week.
d

27, 1812.
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"Pursuant to the requirements of
the call made by the republican national committee on December 412,
1911, for a republican national convention to be held In the city of Chicago In the state of Illinois, at 12
o'clock non on Ttieeday, JjUne 18,
1912, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for president and
to be voted for at the presidential election on Tuesday, November, 6, 1912, and for the transaction
of such other business as may come
before, it the republican central committee of the state of New Mexico assembled at Santa Fe on this 25th day
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the
holding of a convention of the republican party of the state of New
Mexico, to be held in the city of Santa
Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
on Friday, the eighth day of March,
A. D., 1912 for the purpose of selecting eight delegates and eight alternates to represent the republican paro state of New Mexico in thf
ty o
said national convention called to be
hied at Chicago on the 18th day of
June, 1912.
The republican central committees
of the various counties of the state
are by this committee requested and
directed to issue a call for the holding of a county convention of the republican party in the respective conn-tie- s
upon such notice and date as they
may deem expedient for the purpose of
electing delegates to the state conven
tion to be held on the 8th day of
March, 1912, as aforesaid, and which
the basis of representation Bhall. be
one delegate for each one hundred
votes or more, cast for the republican
voes or more, cast for the republican
candidate for governor of the state
of New Mexico at the late election
held on the 7th day of November,
1911, and one delegate at large from
each county in addition upon which
basis the representation In the state
convention of the republican party of
the state of New Mexico to be held
on March 8, 1912, from the several
counties of the state shall be as follows:
19
Bernalillo
7
Chavez
17
Colfax
4
Curry
14
Dona Ana
5
Eddy
12
Grant
11
Guadalupe
8
Lincoln

J

C

McKInley
Mora

Otero

15
6

.

Quay
Rio Arriba

Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe

9
20

,

NEW

TODAY'S MARKETS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. 27. Prices of the

market leaders were lower at the
opening today although the decl'nee
were small. Trading was In small proportions.
Activity among the tobacco
stocks continued. American Snuff rose
three points. American Tobacco fell
back four points. American Sugar rose
Speculation became weaker after the opening. Reading was bid
up sharply but as this maneuver failed to have any substantial effect on
the market, buying of the stock ceased and it reacted to below yesterday's

1.

close.
Lehigh Valley was the weak feature, falling over two points to 161.
Losses in the other
representative

43.76;

14.5014.62;

Lead

OPthA HOUSE

f TUESDAY JAN. 3oth

57;

TP$ SWEETEST STORY EVER TOLD!

Tin 43.26

4.404.50.

FRED RAYMOND'S

ST. LOUIS METAL8.
Louis, Jan. 27. Lead

realizing with prices net two points
higher to one point lower.

m

LOHMAN COMMISSIONED

MISSOURI

8t

4.3o4.37;

FAMOUS DOMESTIC COMEDY

steady
Spelter firm 6.356.50.

NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, Jan. 27. The cotton
market closed barely steady, under

GRAND IN ITS SIMPLICITY!
GREAT IN ITS INTENSITY!
QORGEOUS IN ITS ENTIRETY!
YOURS

GIRL

A

and
"DAISY"

WIT,

SPARKLING

PATHOS

HEART-FEELIN-

STIRRING

AND

$1.00.

PRICES

ress

99

HERBERT W. CLARK,
Secretary.

75c. 50c

GERMAN-MILLE- D

FLOUR

the answer to

every Baking Problem.

It's

Fi

rer-Whit-

er

Uniform.
and MoreLARABEE'S
Made by

Famous

GERMAN

PROCESS.

t

"A ROGERS' SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.

Gross, Kelly

(EL

Co.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED 4T YOUR DOOR

6667.

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, Jan. 27. Cattle, receipts
1,000.
Marfet dun, wea!: Beeves
$4.708.40f Texas steers $4.40
5.76; western steers $4.657; stockers and feeders $3.605.90, cows
calves $5.50
and heifers
8.25.
slew
Hogs, receipts 25,000. Ma-k-

Shoes
Suits
Coasts
Dresses

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Shop
Ph jne Main 344.

Win, Whalen, Prop,

Subscribe for The Optic

Dry Goods
Stetson Hats

Stockings
Sweaters
Manahattan Shirts
Skirts
Underwear
Gloves

EVERYTHING OF QUALITY

Florsheim and Stetson Shoes For Men
the

Store of Quality"

1912.
n.

INCIDENTS!

57

central committee at least three days
8T. LOUIS WOOL.
before the meeting of the state conJan. 27. Wool steady.
Louis,
St
vention.
All county conventions must be held Territory and western mediums 16
not later than the 4th day of March, 18; fine mediums 1517; fine 1015.
Chalrm--

G

5051

6.37;

JARAMILLO.

OF

Advance Sale at MURPflEY'S and SCHAEFFJTS

8

Sheep, receipts 25,000. Market weak
305
Total
All notices of contest shall be sub Native 3.154.75; western $3.75
mitted in writing, setting forth the 4.50; yearlings $4.805.60; lambs,
grounds of contest, which must be native $4.406.80; western $4
filed with the secretary of the state 6.80.

VENCESLAO

TRULY

'ZEKE"

COMBINATION

MASTERFUL

1908-191-

S.106.6?r

Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

Copper

stocks were confined to sharp frac
American Tobacco slumped 11
SECOND LIEUTENANT
points to 275; the bulge In the stock
on Wednesday and Thursday inviting
selling by holders who had a good pro- POPULAR NRW MEXICO OFFICER
fit In sight. The market closed very
IS NOW ASSIGNED TO SERVICE
weak.
WITH THE REGULARS
The
statement
made by
the
chairman of the St. Paul board ex
Major Eugene A. Lohman of Roswell
plaining the reasons for the cut In who was In Las Vegas last summer atthe dividend and his pessimistic view
tending the annual encampment of the
regarding the outlook for business First Regiment New Mexico National
caused heavy selling of stocks and
Guard, has been assigned to servlcs
Western in the United States
prices crumbled rapidly.
army and orderstocks were particularly affected but ed to
report at Fort Riley at once
the coalers, coppers and United States
Major Lohman will have the rank of a
Steel also broke badly. Union Pacific
second lieutenant
Major Lohman
lost three and the active list generalmade many friends while in Las Ve
ly one to two points.
gas who will be interested In the folThe closing sales were as follows:
lowing clipping from a Roswell news62
Amalgamated Copper
paper:
117
American Beet Sugar
Major Eugene A. Ijohman, comAtchison
105
mandant at the New Mexico Military
129
Great Northern
who with 55 out
Institute,
109
New York Central . . :
of 180, passed the army service exam116
Northern Pacific
ination last fall, and was appotnted
153
Reading
a second lieutenant, received his of108
Southern Pacific
ficial orders last night
164
Union Pacific
The orders are to go direct to Ft
64
United States Steel
File, Okja., remaining five days; from
United States Steel, pfd
Ill there to Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., where
he will remain three months; then
CHICAGO BOARD
the regular Thirteenth cavjoining
Chicago, Jan. 27. Ohio and Indiana
at
Ft Riley, Kan., as a second
alry
reports of poor conditions of winter lieutenant.
wheat and the smallness of Argentine
Mr. Lohman entered the New Mexofferings acted today as a stimulus for ico Military Institute as a B classman
the price of the cereal. The opening in 1900;
graduated In 1905; from
was unchanged to
cents higher. May 1906-0an assistant
instructor, and
un102 to 102,
started at 101
commandant. He will
from 1908-1cents up and rose to leave the middle of next month for
changed io
102. Closing prices were firm with Ft File.
1 cent
May at 102, a gain of
Roswell regrets to lose the major
Longs sold out corn and depressed He is not
only a valuable man at the
the market.
May opened a shade institute, but popular In the Masonic
to
lower to a shade higher at 67
and Elk fraternities;
social!;' and
67
and declined to 67. Closing with the sports.
67
a
decline
for Way,
figures were
.
of
THE USES OF STEAM
Fair buying by commission houses
Among the uses of steam that are
lifted oats. May started unchanged to
cents and proving of greatest benefit to manto 50
higher at 50
kind is its utilization as a sterilizer.
cents.
rose to
steam is directed no germs can
Where
Provisions were strong. First sales
cents up live. The Ideal Sanitary dairy uses
were unchanged to
all its utensils, renwith May 616.30 for pork; $9.37 to steam to sterilize
free from conthem
absolutely
dering
for
and
lard
$9.40 for
$8.808.82
Ideal
When
tamination.
you
purchase
ribs. The closing quotations for the
are
know
pure
you
getting
m,ilk
you
follows:
day were as
milk.
Wheat May 102 ; July 96.
Corn, May 67; July
YOU CAN MAKE A HIT
Oats, May 50; July 45.
You can make a hit with that girl
Pork, January $15.85.
If you present her with a box of
Lard, January $9.22.
Nevin's Medallion Chocolates. O. G.
Ribs, January $8.57.
Schaefer, the druggist, has Just re
ceived a fresh supply of this famous
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Jan. 27. Cattle, re brand and a full assortment of all
ceipts 300, including 60 southerns. Nevlns' confections which can be purchased in bulk or by the box. There
Market steady. Native steers $5.50
8; southern steers $5 6. 50; southern is no better candy made.
cows and 'letters $35; native cows
and heifers $3G 5; stockers and
HANDSOME DECORATIONS
bulls $3.755;
feeders $46.25;
There Is no prettier decoration for
steers , a room than leather pillows and the
calves $3.757.50; western
cows
western
$35.
$57.25;
many other handsome and convenient
Market stea articles that are manufactured fro
Hogs, receipts 4,000.
dy. Hulk of sales $5.856.25; heavy leather. Miss M. M. Thompson has a
$6.25G.20; packers and butchers beautiful assortment which she is
$6.056.30; lights $5.606.10; pigs selling at remarkably cheap prices.
$45.25.
Miss Thompson also has Valentines
Sheep, receipts, none. Market stea and souvenir postcards of all
dy. Aluttons $3.254.75; l.tmbs $5r;
6.75: ffv) wethers and year'.iims 13.50
5.r.O: fed ewes $2.754.1R

$
5
30
18
6
23
et
14
Lights $5.00.2F.;
10 5 cents lower.
heavy 65 9:.0
14 nixed $5.S56.35;
rough $5.956.10; pigs $4.15
19
(fi.5.40; T.ulk of sales $6.10ii 30.

Sierra

NEW YORK METAL
New York, Jan. 27. Silver

DUNCAN

tions.

--

4

YORK COTTON

New York, Jan. 27. Cotton spot
eloeed quiet; five points lower. Middling uplands 9.65; middling gulf 9.90.
No sales.

NEW YORK MONEY
money
New York, Jan. 27. Call
Mexican
nominal; prime paper

dollars

47

cents.

8;

E.LasVegas.

n.m:
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GORHAM SILVER POLISH.

Jr., and
daughter, Jane, returned this afternoon
from a short trip to Denver.
William Shilltnglaw and John Hart-madrove into the canyon today on a
short business trip to the upper Gal- ltnas.
Clarefcoe Iden went to Glorieta this
afternoon on a short business trip in Surprise
Party
the interests of Gross Kelly and Com- For Class President.
pany.
Last Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mr. A. J. Thuli, who have J. C. Schlott turned their
home over
been in Las Vegas for about ten days, to a number of young ladies from the
returned to their home in Watrou3 senior class of the Normal
University,
who planned and successfully carried
yesterday afternoon.
Oscar H. Goach, formerly manager of out a delightful surprise on their
the l.as Vegas Lumber company, came class president. Miss Merle Schlott.
in Las night from h!s home in Albu- The crisis of the
evening was reached
when Miss Jeanette Ward, spokesman
querque on business.
John Pugh came In yesterday after- of the class, presented Miss Schlott
noon from his ranch near Wagon with a handsome jNj M. N. V. pin
Mound and will be in
Vegas sev-tr- Miss Ward said in part: "We offer
on
this token to show you our high esbusiness.
days
Ben Lewis will leave this evening teem and we ask you to ear It confor New York City and other points In stantly that you may always be re
the far East on a purchasing trip for minded of our loyal support in every
th" Hub Cflothing company, with Issue." Miss Schlott replied: "Girls,
which he is associated.
classmates, you have taken me so
S. T. Schell representative of the completely off my feet and my heart
L. C- Smith and Brothers Typwrlter is so full that I can't talk; let's drink
company, was in Ias Vegas today on punch and play pit; pass the kisses
business. Mr. Schell expects to go to please."
Santa Fe this evening.
Those present were all members of
Teodoro Apodaca. a deputy sheriff the senior class: Mrs. Mary McGinn,
of Trinchera, Colo., waB In Las Vegas Miss Rebecca
who will reyesterday on official business. He ceive the M. P. degree; Misses Mar
went to Chapelle this morning and garet Hill, Cora Key, Rose Powers,
will return this evening.
Emma Tamme, Mary Hanson and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds re- Anna R. Bruce, all of whom will returned last night from the East. Mr. ceive the B. P. degree, and the Misses
Raynolds has been on an extended Vivian Hedgck, Sadie Tooker, Vera
trip, visiting Philadelphia, New York, Scaggs and Tillie Eric, all of whom
and other cities in the far Eaat. On wll lreceive the academic honors.
his return he joined Mrs. Raynolds at
V 9 tl
Exotelsiox Springs, Mo, wihere she
Masque Ball on
has been for several weeks.
St. Valentine's Night.
John Hays Hammond,
the noted
Invitations have been issued by the
mining engineer, accompanied by ladies of Las Vegas for a masque ball
members of his familly and friends, to be given on the evening of St. Valpassed through Las Vegas this after entine's day, February 14, in the armnoon in his private car on train No. ory. The men of the city will be the
1 en route from the East to Mexico.
guests and all society will be present.
Mr. Hammond spends his winters in The party is
expected to be one of
Washington and is on his way the most elaborate affairs ever given
from the national capital on a in the history of the Meadow City.
trip to investigate Mexican mining inThe guest list, it is said, will pass
terests.
William J. Mills, the 400 mark. On this occasion the
who is well acquainted with the min ladies are going to show1 the men
just
ing engineer, received word that Mr. how to entertain and no detail necesHammond was to pass through Las sary to make the ball a happy affair
Vegas and met him here, traveling will be neglected. There will be an
with him as far as Lamy.
orchestra for dancing and the plans
are all to be carried out on an elaborate line. The work of the dance
THE STOCKING SYSTEM
has been undertaken by the younger
Are you using the stocking system set of Las
Vegas who have met, ap
or the bed mattress In saving money?
committees, and are attendpointed
Why not deposit your money where ing to all the details of the big dance.
it will earn interest? This bank pro
According to uie plans of the commitvices absolute safety to funds en tee
in charge none but maskers will
trusted to our care, and pays four
be allowed on the floor until after
per cent Interest annually on certifi- the
unmasking, but seats will be procates of deposit. The same courtesy
in the gallery for those who do
vided
is accorded to the small as well as
not care to join in this feature of
large depositors. First National Bantc. the affair.

OFF ALL THE

Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Davis,

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who know how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in
prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Ton may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

Phone Main t

SPECIAL

-

CORSET

SALE
Value

65c
1.00
1.50

39c
69c
98c

Value
Value

ALL NEW STOCK

AND

FULL

LINE OF SIZES.

HOFFMAN

AND GRAUDARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

J

RHEUMATISM
KIDNEY AILMENTS
STOMACH TROUBLES

FAYWOOD
HOT SPRINGS
It cures, and you remain cured, we
know, and you will if you try it
Conceded the greatest kidney water
on earth.
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springs
first, since you will eventually go there
anyway?
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect ClimBooklet. .
ate.

T. C. McDermott, "The Faywood,1'
Faywood. N. M.

IF IT'S A PIANO
LET US TALK

"THE SCHILLING"
Golden Oak Upright Grand Piano,
Colonial Design Full Size 7
Octaves. A High Grade Standard
3

$188.

INSTEAD OF $250.00

Which the Drummers Would
Ask You.
This is an introductory Price, for
Week only ending Feb. 3rd. 1912.

THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite Y M.

C.

A.

Constipation is the cause of many
ailments and disorders that make life
miserable. Take Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, keep youi
bowels regular and you will avoid
these diseases. For sale bj all drug

gist.
$1500

PART CASH, BALANCE ON TIME
two story frame
will buy a good
house, 7 rooms and bath, corner lot,
sidewalks in on both streets, excellent location; easily worth $2,000
Better hurry if you want to take
advantage of this bargain.
CorporaInvestment and Agency
tion. Phone Mam 46.

A Happy

REFERENCE WORKS AT
THE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Exhaustive researches upon prac
tically any subject of interest may
be made at the Las Vegas public li
brary. The institution is provided
with one of the finest collections of
reference works in the entire south
west and constant additions are be
ing made. Teachers, students and
members of literary and study clubs
should preserve the following list of
volumes on the shelves of the library
it will make it easier to obtain the
book desired upon short notice:
Thirty vols, of "Library of the
World's Best Literature."
"The Jewish Encyclopedia; The
History, Religion, Literature and Cus
toms of the Jewish People From the
Earliest Times to the Present," pre
pared by 600 scholars and specialists
Dye's "Coin Encyclopedia," one vol
Three vols, of the "National En
cyclopedia," illustrated.
Seventeen vols, of "The New Inter
national Encyclopedia."
"Chamber's Encyclopedia," 23 vols.
"Practical Home and School Eduea
tor."
"The New Practical Reference Li
brary, 5 vols.
"The World's Great Classics," 24
vols.
"The Children's Encyclopedia."
"Science of Railways," by Klrkman.
"The Winning of the West," by
Theodore Roosevelt
"The Military Occupation of New
Mexico," by Ralph Emerson Twltchell.
"Library of Electrical Science."
"New" American
Encyclopedia," a
popular dictionary of general knowledge, by George Ripley and Charles A.
Dane.
vols, of Bancroft's
Twenty-fou- r
works.
"Beacon Lights of History," 10 vols,
by Aloha Loed.
"History of Our Country," 15 vols,
by Ellis.
Fifty vols. "Harvard Classics," Dr.
EMM'S Ave foot shelf of books.

Birthday Party.
With a delightful birthday party-MisSummerlin celebrated
Audrey
the eleventh anniversary of her birth
Thursday afternoon at the home of
her father, 603 Jackson avenue. The
afternoon was enjoyed playing games
and with music. Little Miss Summerlin was the recipient of many presents, mementoes of the occasion. At
the conclusion of the afternoon delicious refreshments were served. Those
who helped Miss Summerlin celebrate
her birthday were Misses Ruth Raynolds, Susie Moore, Martha Green,
Catherine Johnson, Dorothie Carroon,
Emily Baca, Catherine Ward, Violet
Leonard, Nellie Parnell and Margaret
Craven.

s

Miss M. M. Thompson was hostess
to a few friends last night at a dinner in her apartments on Sixth street.
Misses Cavanaugh, Ray, Huffman,
Gilmore( Ericson ankl White were
Miss Thompson's guests.

THE BEST SILVER POLISH MADE.

It cleans and Polishes in the same operation.
It is the most economical Polish made.

HONORS

n

CO.

WINTERS DRUG

CARRIED

NORMAL

PERSONALS

The PrescriptioDist

AVI

BOYS DEFEATED STATE UNIVER- SITY; GIRLS HANDED LEMON
TO HIGH 8CHOOL DAMES

The Normal University carried off
in the double header basketball contest at the armory last
night, the boys' team, defeating the
New Mexico University by the score
of 19 to 12 and the girls' team winning from the High School dames to
the tune of 11 to .7. Both games, however, were close and exciting at all
times.
The game between the girls' teams
of the two local schools was played
as a preliminary. At the start It looked as if the High School girls had
the game cinched for they played the
Teachers off their feet. The score
at the end of the first half was 5 to 0
in favor of the High School. How
ever, In the second half the Normal
girls took a brace and during the en
tire period the High School's only
scoring was on free throws. On the
other hand tie Normal team ran up
1
points, i lie game ending with the
to 7. In the first half the
score of
was
around the High
mostly
play
School basket, but the order was reversed later In the contest. After the
first score of the Normal sextette,
the High school girls went up In the
air and from that time on fumbled and
made wild throws.
Of the Normal squad Louise Trahey
played the star game, throwing three
baskets In the second half from different positions.
Josephine Young
also played a good game at forward
and was an excellent team mate for
Miss Trahey. Much credit for the
winning of the HrBt game of the evening Is due to the Normal guards who
prevented the High Sehool from scor
ing In the second half and kept the
ball out of dangerous territory most
of the time.
There may be some stars on the
High School team but they were not
much in evidence last night, though
It must be said that in the first half
they played like a winning earn.
In the game between the Albuquer
que Varsity and the Normal team,
which was undoubtedly one of the
best exhibitions of basketball ever
witnessed In Las Vegas, It seemed
to be all Normal most of the time
though a few baskets on the part of
the University would have tied the
score. The two teams were evenly
matched and though the game was a
rough and tumble one it was exciting
at all periods. Most of the scoring
of both teams was done in the first
half of the game, the score at the end
of this period being 14 to 7 in favor
of the Las Vegas team. In the second half each team added 5 to that
score the game ending 19 to 12.
AH members of the Albuquerque
quintette played first class ball
throughout the contest. For the Normal Ellis waa the star though he had

Mrs. Shaw Entertains
For Visiting Girl.
Mrs. E. B. Shaw entertained a number of young people Tuesday evening
at Iter home on the Plaza 'n honor of
Miss Winifred 8huler of
Uo
is the Kuest of Mrs. David .1. Leahy.
Six handed euchre was prayed during
the evening. Miss Rachael Ward won
the ladies' prize, and Walter Hoke

!t'.ii,

carried

off the gentlemen's

trophy.

Delicious refreshments were served at
the conclusion of the evening. The
guests were Miss Winifred Schuler,
Mass Marie Schaefer. Miss Gladys
Gibson, Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss
Rachael Ward, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Louise Cunningham, Miss
Mary Coors, Miss Mary Tipton, Miss
May Ross, Miss Helen Kelly, John
Condon, Orrin Blood, Walter Hoke, C.
S.

Christoffer8on, Harry Wlngo,

Co-

lbert Root, Donald Hart, Robert Vasse,
Jack Gibson, Leo Tipton and Ed

Springer.
VI

Reception and Dinner
For Governor McDonald.
In the course of the past week plans

have been outlined for a reception
and ball In honor of Governor William
C. McDonald to take place In the parlors of the Commercial club and in
the opera house on the evening of
February 9. The affair is being) undertaken by the Commercial club and
at a meeting of the directors of that
organization A. A. Jones was appointed chairman of a committee to take
charge of the arrangements. Through
Mr. Jones the invitation has been extended to the newly inaugurated executive of New Mexico who has ac
cepted. The Normal University will
be host at a dinner In honor of Gov
ernor McDonald on the following even
ing at La Casa de Ramona. The re
ceptlon on Friday night will be open
to the public.
Engagegent Is
Announced.
Frank Cayot announces the engage
ment of his daughter, Miss Florence
Cayot, to Dr. Hawks of Atchison, Kan
The wedding will take place early in
the spring.
.9
(t
Mrs. Henry Goldstein entertained
the Wednesday Afternoon Sewin
club at her home on Fifth street at
the meeting of the past Wjfeek.
The Tuesday Afternoon Bridge
Whist club met this week on
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Ben
Lewis at her home on the corner of
Washington avenue and Sixth street
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four veterans behind him. In the first
half Ellis threw five baskets from difficult angles and positions, but in the
second half Do ran, who replaced
Calkins, prevented Ellis scoring. The
evenness of the score can largely be
attributed to Doran's playing at guard
for had Ellis torn things up in the
second as in the first period the score
undoubtedly would have been lopsided. The first half of the contest was
played entirely in the Varsity's territory. However, In the second period
the contest veered from one end of
the field to the other. In Koogler,
Ellis had a good running mate and
the pair worked together like veterans
at all times.
"Sol Gallegos and
Fredericks, the Normal guards, tore
up the Albuquerque team work time
and again and held the Varsity forwards down In fine style. Gallegos
is also credited with two baskets
which he threw from diffloult points.
Comstock at center played a good
game for the Normal. Lembke, captain and forward of the Duke City
aggregation, went down with his
guard in the second half and vas
out for several minutes but was game
and played throughout the remainder
of the contest.
The armory was filled to the limit
of its capacity last night and the
crowd was an enthusiastic one. During intermissions and before the game
the Normal band played. Following
the game tbe Sophomore class was
host at a reception In honor of the
visiting team. The return game with
the Albuquerque team will be played
on February 16. This contest will be
hotly fought and will no doubt be a
close one as the contest of last night
showed the two teams to be evenly
matched. The Duke City boys are a

fast aggregation and the Vegas team,
doubtless will have to travel some to
win from them in their home grounds.
The line up of the New Mexico University quintette was as follows:
Walker, L. F,; Lembke, captain. R.
F.; lLtrell, C; Calkins and Doran,
L G.; Carlisle, R. O.i Spitz and
Lakey substitutes. R. F. Hutchinson,
coach of the University team, accompanied the boys on their trip to Las
Vegas. Manager Arens was also with
the team.
The line up of the Normal team was
Ellis, L. F.; Koogler, captain, R. F.;
Conmstock, C.J Freedricks, L. G.; Gallegos, R. G,; Bentley, substitute,
Sumary of the game, first half, Uni
verslty Goals, Walker, 1, Lembke, 1
LItrell, 1; free throws, Calkins
Normal Goals, Ellis, 5, Koogler, 2
Second half, University Goals, Walk
er, 1, Lemke, 1; free throws, Walker
1.
Normal Goals, Gallegos 2; free
throws, Koogler 1. Referee Ted
Hay ward; Umpire First half, Krauae,
second half, Schoeny. Time keepers
Kelly and Meade. Scorekeepers Dr
F. H. H. Roberts, Normal, and Arens,
University.
Line up of the Normal, girls' team,
Young, R. p.; Trahey, L F.; L. Hixen-baugR. C; Ehrick, J. C; Tooker.
L. G.; Colberson, R. G.. High School,
Van Petten, L F.;
McVeagh, L. F.;
Connell, R. 0.1 Evans, J. C; Maloney,
1

R. G.; Wells, L. G.
Summary of Normal-Hig-

School
game. First half, High School Goals,
C. Van Petten, 1, G. McVeagh, 1; free
throws, C. Van Petten, 2. Second half.
High School, free throws, C. Van Pt
ten, 2. Normal goals, J. Young 2, I..
Trahey, 3, free throws, 1. Time of
Officials same
halves, 15 minutes.
as In other game.
h

EVERYBODY
Reads the Optic

The Optic today received the follow
ing communication from Dr. W. E
Kaser, secretary of the Las Vegas
Medical society:
The following resolution was passed
at a special meeting of the Las Vegas
Medical society on January 24:
That the society does accept Rev
B. E. Naughton's sworn statertfjent
of denial and that It is the consensus
of opinion of the society tiat he if
innocent of the authorship of the ar
tide in a recent Issue of the Western
Watchman, to which his name was
attached.
W. E. KASER, Secretary,

Capital Paid in

I

Dr.PRICE'S
R

Large Size $1.00

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,

the honors

Surplus

.

w;

C

Small Size 25c

FRANK

SPRINGER,

-

"

.

--

N

S

MR

XJJ

S

D. T. HOSKINS,

Caihler.

LAS VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

"

EAM

Baking Powder
Made from Pure, Grape
Cream of Tartar
Surpasses every other baking
powder in making delicious,
healthful food.

Protects the food from alum.

A SMALL BEGINNING
is

eagerly watched by the whole family because
everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the
pro
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can
grasp an
with the other.
op-tuni- ty

US

VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

f

LAS
GREAT

i

e,

i

po-ti-

INDIANA SOCIALISTS

ACTIVE

Indianapolis, Jan. 27. Representatives of the socialist party in Indiana
gathered In the capital today for a
two days' convention to complete
plans for an active campaign th(ls
year. Nominations for a state ticket
will be made by the convention and
submitted to a referendum vote.

ai.

HATS OFF
The Wallls millinery store on
Sixth street has marked off the price
of hats. All trimmed goods and
shapes are being sold at absolute
cost to make room for early spring
purchases. Now is the time to make
your purchases, ladles. There is a
chance to make a big saving.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

WILL DOLL BUILDING

L

:
iLOOS

1,909
200
60

Lees

RETAIL PRICES

or More, Each Delivery
lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
Ike. to 1,006 lbs Each Da livery
Each Ds II vary
lbs. to 200 I be
Than M lbs Each Delivery

lb,

80s per
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CHAPMAN

LOOGE
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BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

WANT

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
ONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle.
'
lator.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mas
it 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
uid Spanish at 3 p. m., In Spanish ai
30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
f the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p

LOBBK

A.

M.

AO

GAR

DINNERS

ALWAYS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

o. ELKS Meets second aa
fourth Tuesday evening of eaesj
Vial Una
month at O. R. C. halt
brothers are cordially Invited, Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P.

NO. 2, A. F.
Regular com

munlcatton first and
third Thursday in each
imtWrnr month. Visiting brothers cordially Invited.
ATE FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVEF
X. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
TI8EMENT8
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Fiv 3nta per lint each Insertion Secretary.
..NO. 804. -- Meets second and fourta
.stlmate u ordinary word
to a
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pionee?
;ne No ad to occupy leu apaeethan LAS VEOA8 COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
building. Visiting members are cor
TEMPLAR
x
KNIGHTS
Reg
wo lines.
Ali advertisements eharg-Tues-Wadlally invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.,
second
conclave
MI be booked
ular
MoDt
st space actually
E. P. Mackrl, p. s.
Ma
each
at
month
In
et. without regard to number of
day
m.
7:30
at
CD.
sonic
p.
vordt.
In
Cash
Temple
advance preferred.
Boucher, a C; Chas. Tannne, Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the Wort
halL on the second and fourtb FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Claj
M'.80NS Regular convoca
ARCH
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visation first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially wal
month at Masonic TemcomeNand cordially Invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
A.
P.
H.
Williams,
P.;
DENTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.
.'otoc's Number, Main 2.

m.

CathechUin for English speakln?
children on Tuesday 4 p. m.. and m
Saturday 10 a. ua.; for Spanish spea;
ng children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
in Saturday at 9 a. m.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOU
tOWS Kev Paul uilberton, pastor
First maiMi at 6:30 a. in., third Sun
Second mass 8:30,
lay excepted.
sermon in English, hymns rendered

under the direction
the Sisters of Loretto. Third mas
it 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish
r'roni 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Sacra
benediction of the Blessed
oent. At the New Mexico Hosplta
or the Insane mass every fount
Sunday by the pastor.
jy the children

0

t

Wanted

METHODI8T EPISCOPAL
FIRST
Cor. Eighth street and Na
JHURCH
C. Anderson, pastor
ional avenue,
Sunday scUoav at 9:46. Preaching ai
.1 o'clock.
Epworth League at 6:30;
evening preaching service at 7:30.
A cordial Invitation is extended u
til who bave no other place of wui
bip to attend divine services at tint
imrch.

LADY Wants position
Address R., Optic.

as

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays In Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Phone Main 329, 120
Secretary.
Grand avenue.

RAN8FORD

collector

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoat
at office and residence.

for
ATTOKNEYS
Plain amethyst delaine
this very effective dress. The skirt
just escapes the ground all round.
HUNKER & HUNKER
and has a tunic simulated by a band
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
five
of soft silk embroidery about
WANTED
house-work- .
Girl
at Law.
for
LODGE
DORADO
EL
NO.
I,
Attorneys
general
Inches wide, sewn on by the upper
New Mextee.
Apply 1102 Eighth street.
KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
edge only. The sides of the bodice
are cut Magyar, and open In front to
every Monday eve
show a vest that Is of finely tucked
ning In Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS,
net at the top, and the material from
Visiting Knights are
bust to waist; lace insertlan trims
Invited.
cordially
FIRST
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
the lower edge of net, and embroid SUITE Of furnished rooms on first
Chas.
E. TJebsoh-nleThe waterMain and Eighth streets, W. R. Quig-gin- , ery the top of material.
Physician and Surgeon
electric
floor,
1
lights, telephone,
Cha n 0 e 1 o r
fall revers are trimmed with embrnid- Pastor.
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
bath. 508 Main avenue, Phone Main
Commander. Harry
10 a. m., Bible School, Mr. Showal-ter- ,
a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
make
416.
Martin, Keeper of
DRESS FOR YOUNG GIRL
superintendent. 11 a, m., Commuthroat, and the fitting of glasses.
''Vbrm&MBv
Records and Seal.
nion and address on the Parables,
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
"The Growth of the Corn," Mark 4,
Mrs. Craven, 717 Jackson.
Vegas 342.
"The Mustard Seed," Matt.
Office: 506ft Grand Avenue.
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
13; "The Leaven," Matt, 13. 3 p. m
706 Sixth Street
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house.
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
the Junior Endeavor meets at Mrs.
921 Lincoln avenue
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
Oscar Limberg's, Galllnas street; 6:30
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
p. m., the Senior Eendeavor meets
FOR
LOCAL TIME CARD
RENT Five room
modern
welcome.
E. E. Gehrlng,
cordially
at the Tabernacle, Mr. A. Tllden, presbrick cottage. Inquire 519 WashT.
J.
Buhler, secretary;
president;
ident, topic, "Your Favorite Missionington avenue.
EA8T BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
ary"; 7:30 p. m., preaching service,
Arrive
Bepan
FOR RENT--Nice- ly
subject, "Christ's First Miracle." 7:30
furnished room
No. 2
9:15 p. m
9:10 p. m.
620 Twelfth street
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 4
p. m., Wednesday, prayer meeting and
11:10 p. m
11:06 p m.
I. O. of B B. Meets
Workers' Conference; 2:30 p. m.,
every first No. 8
1:25 a. m
1:16 a. m
FOR RENT To the right paity. 60
Thursday, Ladles' Aid meets with
Tuesday of the month In the vestry No. 10
2:10 p. m
1:45 p. m
Mrs. Henry Noll, 409 Eleventh street.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
acre ranch with Improvements
o'clock p. m. Visiting brother are
Apply 1030 Fifth street.
WEST BOUND
Isaac Appel, No. 1
cordtHy invited
1:46 p. m
1:20 p. m.
BAPTI8T CHURCH.
Corner Main
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec- No. 3
6:15 p. m
6:10 a. m
avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B
retary.
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
4:50 p. m
No. 7
4:40 p. m
Green, Pastor.
etc. Excellent location. 91S
hath,
m
7:00 p. m
9.
No.
6:35
11
a.
7:30
p.
p.
m., and
Preaching at
Kighth street.
A.
m. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m.
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
VI. Young People's meeting at 6:30 p.
Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood
FOR RENT Good furnished rooms,
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
en
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
The public is invited.
close in. Applv 725 Sixth street
is a reliable family medicine. Give
Flint, chiof of records and collector it to your children, and take it yourof wampum.
self when you feel a cold coming on.
Visiting brother
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
checks and cures coughs and cold-an- d
It
welcome.
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National
croup and prevents bronchitis
avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M. Fourth
and penumonia. O. G. Schaefer and
FOR SALE Properties of C. H. StevRed Cross Drug Co.
Sunday after Epiphany, January 28,
0. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1912:
enson, corner of Fourth and Wash
Holy Communion, 7:30; Sun1.
Meets every Monday evening at
ington ave. Inquire 923 Fourth St
day school, 9:45; morning prayer and
haU on Sixth street. All visittheir
Do no allow your kidney and blad11.
is
This church
open, daily
service,
brethren
cordially invited to at- der trouble to develop beyond the
ing
FOR SALE 12 nice laying brown
for private prayer and meditation.
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.; reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid
Full vested choir at the 11 o'clock
Leghorn hens and one cockerel. 519
This design is for a girl of 10 to IS
ney Pills. They give quick results
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, and
service.
Washington avenue.
Hymns: Processional, 504; rears, and may be carried out In any
stop Irregularities with surprisIs In
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer
O. G. Schaefer and
ing promptness.
Introit, 306; Anthem, 462; Recessional hin woolen material; our model
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee. Red Cross Drug Co.
pastel blue cashmere.
FOR SALE Well bred Collie pups.
66.
x
bodice Is cut. low
The
McSpadden, 207 S Second St, Albu
and square in the neck, a piece of
querque, N. M.
FIRST SEVENTH DAY ADVENT-1S- ancy galloon being carried across the
C. McReynolds,
CHURCH
pas edge both front and back; wide pieces
FOR SALE A property, a bargain
tor. Regular services In the Chris- to healthseeker. Address Box 244,
of Main and
tion church, corner
Sanity and Feet.
East Las Vegas.
2
at
school
Elehth street Sabbath
Two PerBian scientists have ad
Sabbath
(Saturday) vanced the idea that the sanest type
p. m., every
preaching at 3 p. m. All who are in of men have large feet, while th
When eiven as soon as the erounv
terested in Bible study are cordially sanest types of women have small cough appears Chamberlain's Cough
ones.
Kemeay will ward off an attack
Invited to attend.
and
croup and prevent all danger
cause or anxiety.
Thousands
Girls.
Were
When
Boys
mothers use It successfully. For sale
FIR8T PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
PHONE MAIN 227
"Girl" once meant a youn? person by all druggists.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
alBO
"maid."
did
sex.
as
of either
.
venue and Tenth street
We still keep something of the mean
Foley Kidney Pills
Morning worship and sermon at 11 ing when we speak of a young oratoi always give satisfaction because theyf
"maiden
his
speech."
and
Sunday making
o'clock; Bible study
always do the work. T. J. Shelnut,
Bremen, Ga., says: "I have used
school session at 9:45 a. m.; Young
Foley Kidney Pills with great satis
People's society at 6:30 p. m.
faction and found more relief from
Art and Science.
The church extends a most hearty
an their use than from any other kid
a
beautiful
"What
of
picture
invitation to all people. Strangers and
medicine, and I've tried almost
angel!" said the lady who was visit ney
all kinds. I can cheerfully recom
sojourners In th city are especially ing the art gallery.
mend them to all sufferers for kidney
welcomed.
en and
"Yes," replied the aviation
bladder trouble." O. G. Schaefer
thusiast; "but between you and me and Red Cross Drug Co.
those wings aren't practical,"
SOCIETY
CHRISTIAN 8CIENCE
Estray Advertisement
morn
Regular services every Sunday
Is hereby given to whom It
Notice
Wallow.
The
H09
even
11
and
Sanitary
at
o'clock
Wednesday
Ing
feed- may concern that the
a
upto-dat- e
has
The
yard
hog
following de
Ine at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall
ing floor, the advantages of which scribed estray animal was taken up by
are many. Such hog yard should have V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Dec.
Classified ads. search out theflpeople to whom among all
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas a sanitary wallow. Here are the di- 19, 1911.
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moit.
avenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin rections for building:
Towit: One red white face cow, 3
be made by digof
cement
One
may
rabbi.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somea hole 15 inches deep and 10 years old.
Services and sermon every Frida) ging
who
one
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
6
Branded
feet square. In the bottom pack
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chll Inches of coarse gravel or cinders,
of your property unless it were advertised here.
On right shoulder
hear
dren and Sabbath school every Satur and on this lay 3 inches of coarse
Said animal being unknown to this
concrete.
Smooth off the surface and
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
day morning at 10 o'clock.
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
6
inches higher.
raise the sides
10
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
This mnkes a shallow basin, which before Feb. 12, 1912, said date being
Cor
8HILOH BAPTIST CHURCH
of
ad
used machinery and furniture articles of usefulness of any
this
will make a good sanitary
wallow, days after last appearance
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues and a barrel of water a day will be vertlsement, said estray will be sold
sort, and musical instruments.
If you by thla Board for the benefit of the
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
sufficient to keep it going.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m by have running water which can be owner when found
so
the
much
into
the
bas'n,
m
a.
piped
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
the pastor; 8nnday school 9:45
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
better.
M.
markets!
N.
B. Y. P. V., 3 p. m. All are welcome
best
Albuquerque,
to attend these services.
1st pub. Jan. 28, last pub. Feb. 2, 1912
Is used
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PLANNED FOR THE AFTERNOON

IS ON
SKI TOURNAMENT
Jan. 27. An army oi siuers

Cary,
Z several hundred strong Invaded this
BASEBALL NOTES.
place today for the annual championships of the National Ski association.
1 he contests, which will continue two
Manager Joe Keller, of the Toronto
promise to be the most notable
team, will take his "Maple Leafs" to days,
ever held since the first introduction
Macon, (la., for spring training.
of the famous Norwegian winter sport
Mike Finn will probably get several
into America. A liberal prise offering
of the youngsters signed by the has attracted all the great runners,
Giants for his Mobile Southern league
both amateurs and professional, of the
team.
rerthern states and Canada. In addiWhether the Central league will
tion, Norway has sent two of her most
play 132 or 156 games will be decided famous stars, Svein Welhaven and
when the schedule committee meots
Rssnar Omtoedt, who will compete
in Fort Wayne, February 21.
in the amateur events against the best
Half of the member of the Wash- latent
produced in America.
ington team have signed up and Clark
The new artificial course specially
Griffith figures to have the complete,
l.ongtruoted for the meet iB tne long.
outfit in line by February 1
Lst , the countrv. SltUated on the
ean uregg, tne reveianu twinei,
tf nls a
crest or
. .
7. numuer ....
nau Hid. ...
lasi setuwu
waisns
I'd- of from 500 to 600 reet in length,
Vean pitched four times against "Big win an Incline of about 46
degrees.
Ed" and won all four games.
i
j ne mil nas a
naiurai eleva
"come
"Pop" Anson has Joined the
tion and in addition a steel structure
backs." He will go with the Cubs on J0 feet In
height.
show
the
the spring training trip and
The program provides for a chamout
safe
to
how
the
hit
youngsters
pionship jump for professionals, chamones.
jump for amateurs and Jump
Pearl Casey, one of the best known pionship Weather
for
permitting, a long
boys.
bail players on the Pacific coast end
distance or cross country jaunt will
former manager of the Portland team, bo added.
bas been appointed an umpire in the
Pacific coast league.
NEW STYLES FOR OLD
if the Cardinals don't make good
The
latest shapes and fashions in
with Ten Million in the outfield Ronew and
large
hats,
styles
ger Bresnahan will toss away Ten and small, trimmed and untrlmmed.
Million as easy as a sailor chucks
Hats that make the old look young
away a dime.
the young attractive millinery
and
will
The Boston Nationals
rearrange
off the crowning charm of
sets
that
their park so that It will be possible
and gives the wearer an
femlnnity
for a home run to be hit inside the
that becomes a person
individuality
for the other sev- enclosure. Fine
All this and more Is real
al
asset
in the league.
, en teams
ired b the patrons of Mrs. Wallis
Manager Jimmy Burke, of the Inon Sixth street
milliner,
dianapolis team, says he has gatherLoren
Pitcher
in
article
choice
the
ed
GREAT WHITE WAY
Hixon. Loren formely shot 'em over
When
you put up an electric sign at
State
Ohio
Newark
league
for the
your
place of business you will bave
team.
done
something for yourself as well
scarce
as
are
Real first basemen
as
your city, for an electric sign is the
as ice cream soda in Jail. Both Chimodern
great white way of advertisto
cago and Pittsburgh are willing
name constantly bepay the limit for a player of the ing. Keeps your
the
of
the
purchasing pub
fore
ye
a
or
caliber of :i Chase, a Daubert
Ho and helps to make Las Vegas look
Konetchy.
If organized baseball tries to put like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
and Power company.
anything over on the new Columbian Light
anti-trus- t
will
law
Sherman
the
league
NO CRANKING NECESSARY
come to bat according to John T. Powof our horses going and
ers, president of the new organization. To start one
Is
no
necessary to keep there
gasoline
the
and
The New York Yankees
Newark International league team are going. Nobby, clean and
both booked to play the Richmond, rigs and good horses are what consti
service. Remem
Yn., team April 1. Looks like an tutes the best livery
at any hour of
us
can
her
get
you
AprB fool stunt has been framed for
the day or night by calling Main 15
i nme one.
President Vc.Ueer, of the Boston M. L. Cooley.
lied Sox, believes a hockey league
HOW MANY TIME8
would Interest t'ie fans during the
Have
betwesn
you wished you had a good
win! or months. Jim says
thve and four thousand fans turn out likeness of some near dear relative
a portrait that was a true llkenesh,
for the hockey games In Boston.
with every characteristic line and a
natural expression. In our
STRICTLY UP TO DATE
we study our subject, get the
work
the
fits
That's the phrase that
and light, that's why out
equipment of the Las Vegas Steam proper pose
Waterman's Portrait
artistic.
work
is
laundry, as well as the kind of service
rendered. We have the finest steam Studio on the Plaza
laundry In New Mexico and we are
THROUGH CAR SERVICE
prepared to render prompt service of RESUME
Chicago, Jan. 27 The Chicago,
the best character. Telephone Main
Island and Pacific and the ChiRock
SI.
cago, Burlington and Quincy railroads
have arranged to resume through
CANDIES
HOME MADE
car service tomorrow to Los
of
sleeping
the
of
products
That's descriptive
San Francisco in connecand
are
Angeles
the Potter Candy Kitchen. They
Denver and Rio Grande
the
with
tion
made
are
a home product and they
and Western PaPacific
Southern
and
by the most expert candy makers
was disconservice
This
lines.
cific
all
lead
we
money can obtain. Hence
to a
last
owing
tinued
September,
competitors In this district Try a
east
lines
the
between
controversy
cover
the
box of our chocolates. We
west
of
and
Ogden.
entire retail field. F. B. Potter.

VEOAS

1

lbs.

ISs par 1M Ike,
Mo per 100 lbs.
40c par 1N Iba.
8eo per 100 iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Rtorers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
unous Office 70. Douglas Avenue.

Market Finders

SG

V

LAS
j!

STRAY

TOTICS

FROM LITTLE

New York, Jan. 27.
Quite by accident the police authorities learned
the other day that "private" exhibi-

tions of extremely lurid
moving pictures are given in this
cjty by some
concern the members of which have
not yet been identified. The polloe
authorities exercise strict supervision
over all moving picture shows in this
city and, under an agreement with the
makers of the films all films are submitted to a corps of censors before
they are given out for reproduction.
The films sliown at the "private" seances had never passed through the
hands of the censors. They were
of a character so obscene that they
made the detectives blush when they
Witnessed the exhlhitt.-nf Jo film.
at a dance hall in Harlem, rented for
this purpose by the still unidentified
backers of the enterprise. By a mere
accident two detectives heard of the
"show" and obtained admission to
the hall upon payment of $1 a piece.
After some of the pictures had been
shown the detectives raided the place
and confiscated the films and picture
machine. But not a single person
could he found willing to admit that
he was In any way connected with the
show.
A thorough search la to be
made by the police to find the hackers
of the enterprise and to learn wfcere
and by whom the obscene films were
made.
It is a rather characteristic
fact that the crowd of about 1,000 mn
attending the "private" picture show
consisted almost wholly of well
dressed men and comprised a large
number of Tammany and other politicians, including a number of alder-- !
men. In fact it was an alderman who
entered the only protest against the
confiscation of the films and picture
machine by the detectives. He was
not willing, however, to admit that he
was In any way interested in the

OLD

NEW YORK

York.

tain

A brilliant example is a cerJ. P. in North Tarrytown, who

divides his time, between painting
barns and holding court. The other
day a man was brought before him,
charged with robbery. The evidence
was that the man had robbed a woman under threat of bodily Injury ot
$200, but was afterward arrested. The
g
J. P. listened to the
evidence without interest, but when
the policeman, who had made the arrest testified that he had found a revolver and a dagger upon the person
of the prisoner, he pricked up his
ears. He pronounced the prisoner
guilty of carrying concealed weapons
and fined him $25. The man paid his
fine out of the $200 which he had
taken from the woman and lost no
time in effacing himself so completely
that even the Tarrytown police could
never catch him. The woman who
had been robbed and the policeman
who had arrested the robber were
indignant, but the J. P. was highly
pleased with his clever disposition of
the case.
barn-paintin-

A few cays ago a meeting of
"Army
Women," that Is of the wives, sisters
and mothers of army officers stationed
In or near New York, was held at the
Waldorf-Astoria- .
The object of the
meeting was to start a movement in
favor of the restoration of the post
canteen, which was abolished a
ago to quiet the strenuous protests of the temperance women
throughout the country. Many prominent army women delivered addresses in which they strongly favored
the restoration of the canteen for the
best interests of the men as well of
the service. Several ministers, thoroughly acquainted with the conditions
existing In army posts, also vigorously
the movement. One of the
supported
show.
speakers caused considerable merriment when she told that only recently
There are some fine specimens of a prominent member of the W. C. T.
Imbecility among the justices of the TT. had asked her, "Why do you want
peace in the small towns around New- the soldiers to carry those canteens
few-year-
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'tilled with whiskey slung over theii Mark E. Merrtfield, took charge of
the hotel and conducted it successshoulders?"
fully and profitably to the present
time. For many years the hotel was
Aristocratic Fifth avenue was the
the home of George Francis Train and
scene of a lively fox hunt the othe
was also the popular meeting place
it
day. A large red fox, Imported from of the Methodist and
Congregational
Alaska as a window feature for the ministers of
the city.
Hudson Bay company's fur store on
Twenty-thir- d
street, escaped through
The old Sayre homestead in Souththe carelessness of a clerk and led
U I., which is reputed to be
hampton,
a lively chase along Fifth avenue.
the oldest frame house in the United
With a pack of pursuers In fully cry
States, and for many years was one
at Its heels, the fox ran up Fifth ave- of
the most interesting show; places
nue to Thirty-fourt- h
street, where it in that
village, has been torn down as
doubled on the hunters who wtere folunsafe by order of the authorities.
lowing on foot and in automobiles. At The
house, which was built In 1648
Thirty-thir- d
street the animal turned
Thomas Sayre, one of the early
by
eaBt and tried to hide in a doorway,
settlers, and always remained In the
but was trapped there and captured.
possession of the family, was extremely
Interesting from the fact that
A sign In Chinese characters hangall the material In the old building,
ing on the Broadway side of the fence
excepting one glass, was home made.
surrounding St Paul's church, attract- Even the nails were turned out by the
ed considerable attention from the
village blacksmith in those days.
thousands of men and women who
pass the church daily on their way
and from work in the financial district
M'FARLAND TRIAL MONDAY
of the lower part of Manhattan,
Newark, N. J., Jan. 27. The trial
kinds of theories as to the meaning of Allison M. MaoFarland, the Newof the characters on the sign were ad- ark advertising man, accused of the
vanced.
Some thought that a Chi- murder of his wife, Evelyn, who was
nese laundry was to be opened in the found dead October 18 last from cyabasement of the church, while others nide poisoning, is to begin Monday
were of the opinion that the sign con morning before Chief Justice
Gum-mertained the announcement of some Chiof the New Jersey supreme
nese meeting to demand the abdica- court. This will reopen
the case,
tion of the Manchu dynasty. At last, which bears such a strong resamblance
however, the puzzle was solved. It to the famous Crlppen murder in
was ascertained
that the puzzilng London, that interested the whole
characters; merely contained the an- world about a year ago.
nouncement that the Chinese Sunday
MacFarland, who is 34 years old,
school connected with the church was the advertising manager of a
would hold its meeting every Sun- large electrical concern here. He, his
day at No. 29 Cesey street.
wife and two children moved to Newark early last summer from New
The Continental Hotel, the last one York. On the evening of October 17
of the old hotels on Broadway below according to statements alleged to
Twenty-thirstreet, was closed the have been made by MacFarland to the
son
other night and within a few weeks police, he and his
the famous old structure, which was went to a theater In New York, spendbuilt in 18C5, will be torn down to be ing the night in New York. Next
replaced by a 20 story loft and office morning upon his return home Macbuilding of modern construction. A Farland found his wife's body lying
few weeks ago the property was sold across the bed and their
to a real estate syndicate for $1,250,-000- . daughter playing around It. To the
For more than 40 years the ho- police MacFarland admitted, they altel had been a Merrifleld hotel. The lege, that he brought home cyanide
late B. L. Merrifleld purchased the of potassium, which an autopsy later
hotel in the early seventies, when showed caused his wife's death.
it was known as Barnum's hotel. AfMacFarland declared that he had
ter Mr. Merrifleld's death his son, put the cyanide in a bottle which had
d

d

sEy

27, 1912.

formerly contained bromide a drug
which his wife took frequently to relieve headache. It was his intention,
he said, to clean Jewelry with the
cyanide, and after placing a poise l
label on the bottle, he set It for safe
keeping near the spot where his wife
kept her bromide.
The police allege that the deadiv
poison was placed purposely within
Mrs. MacFarland's reach by her husband, and that she took it, as he in
tended she should, In mistake for bromide. It is the theory of Persecuting
Attorney Wilbur Mott that the motive
for the murder Is to be found in Mae
Farland's alleged anxiety to marry
Miss Florence Bromley of Philadelphia. The prosecuting attorney Is said
to have in his possession a score or
more letters from Miss Bromley to
MacFarland, in one of which she says:
"I am happy at the approach of the
time when I will be your wife." MacFarland Is alleged to have become Infatuated wit'i Miss Bromley when the
worked as his stenographer in Philadelphia.
IT

18 NOT STRANGE

Is not strange that so many peoeat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
restaurant on Center street The bill
of fare is generous and the price Is

It

ple

cheap, 25 cents for regular meals.
Many people wonder how it Is possible to serve such excellent meals so
cheaply.
EMPEROR'S BIRTHDAY
Berlin, Jan. 27. Emperor William
celebrated his fifty-thirbirthday anniversary today. The usual court festivities were attended by royal and
princely persons from all parts of the
empire. Berlin observed the day as
a general holiday, the festivities being
in the nature of a continuation of the
Frederick the Great bicentenary celebration which has occupied the greater part of the week.
GERMAN

d
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Canned
vegeiames
and
Preserved Fruits

AND

HUNTS
LI DDL

II 17

Canned
Fruits
and
Berries

Delicious
as
The Fresh
From the
Garden

and
The Orchard

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

Order These Brands And You will be
Delighted With

Their Flavor and Quality

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable Investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well hp
a millionaire. We are selling the
popular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles In the
bright and satin finish, fine mat
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
Johnsen & Son.
.

MANUFACTURING
CENTER
Las Vegas has become known as n

manufacturing center of the new
state. Sabino Lujan Is a manufacturer of fine filigree jewelry. He
will make special designs to order
although he has a large assortment
In stock. Prices are right. See Lujan,
Bridge street

BIG DIFFERENCE.
It makes little or no difference
Kansans
Washington, Jan.
whether you know or not that we
the national capital are to celebrate have
wines, whiskies, etc., etc. But
Monday the anniversary of the admis- It
make a big difference If you
does
sion of their state into the Union.
don't know that we sell the purest,
Plans for the observance of the day
that our prices are the lowest, our
by the Kansas Association of Washdeliveries prompt and; that we cater
ington include a banquet and appro to the
family trade. The Lobby, Lau
priate exercises, with addresses by bach &
Benjamin, proprietors.
members of the Kansas delegation in
congress.
SCHOOL SHOES

KANSANS TO CELEBRATE
27.

in

wear and withstand

that
OF TA8TE
them by vigSome people like Rye In preference the hard service given
to
to Bourbon or blend whiskeys, and orous boys and girls, Is the kind
RED HOT 8TUFF
to
school
who
Children
go
buy.
When you buy coal you want the right here is where we want you to
best quality that money will buy sample our Sherwood Rye. It has should have good, substantial shoes
The kind

A MATTER

that smooth, delightful flavor that Likewise the husband and father who
characterizes perfect whiskey, full goes to his work, should have good,
We have the
quart bottled in bond. All the stand- substantial shoes.
Call 1b
the
at
shoes
prices.
right
and
ard whiskeys, brandies, wines
Lumber liquors at the Opera Bar. C. T. Far- and be fitted. C. V. Hedgcock, Doug-

that's Yankee coal, finest grade
for the furnace and the range. A
trial order will convince you that It
is the best what is. We deliver with
(Veil,

despatch.

Phone us.

Co.

Coors

las avenue.

ley, Prop.
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THE HOil E PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M, M-

PADGETT, Editor,
Sane Conservative And Well Edited.
The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

-

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business
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TO THE PUBLIC

LOCAL NEWS

On Thursday, the 1st. of February,

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourDon
at the Opera Bar.

inaugurate our CASH SYSTEM, we shall continue
to deliver goods Just the same as heretofore, and assuring' you
promptness as we do now under our present system.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.

Whene

FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF OUR PATRONS

Coupon Books, which we offer now, in denominations of THREE, FIVE, TEN, FIFTEEN, and TWENTY
each, and will allow you 2 PER CENT DISCOUNT on
same. The Coupons will be received by us just the same as
Cash, and we will pay at any time ON DEMAND, in Cash, the
Face Value of your Coupons, less the 2 per cent allowed
when purchased.
Our drivers will be authorized to collect and receipt for all
goods not paid for when ordered.
We will sell
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TELEPHONE ORDERS SOLICITED.

Get your Sunday dinner at the
White Kitchen, clean place, good service. Best meals in the city for 25c.
Open day and night .
The dance which will be given by"
the I. O. B. B. next Tuesday evening, January 30, at the O. R. C. hall,
will be one of the best of the season.
All members and friends are invited.
Guadalupe Montoya was arrested
yesterday afternoon by Officer Charles
Kelly on the charge of drunkenness
and was an occupant of the city cooler
last night. His trial' was scheduled
for this afternoon.
For Sale Choice lot of household
furniture, as good as new, including
beds, bedding, chairs, rugs, dressers,
dining set, range, heating stove and
many other articles of furniture. Call
Saturday, 615 Washington avenue.

IKE DA VIS.
Telephone Main 193 or Main 194.

Two courses of sermons are now being delivered each Sunday by W. R.
Qulggen, pastor of the First Christian church. Mornings, "The Parables
of Jesus," evenings "The Miracles of
Jesus." All visitors and
goers are earnestly invited to attend
these discourses.

ESTABLISHED 1876

non-churc- h

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

According to word received from
Santa Fe, Rev. Father Joseph Pon-gercatheassistant- - In
the
dral in the Capital City,
has
been appointed pastor of the parish
of Puerto de Luna. Rev. Julius Hart-maassistant in the Guadalupe
church in Santa Fe, has been appointed pastor of a newly establish
ed church In Wlllard, N. M.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As' t Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
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The body of Thomas Grandon, of
Byried, Chaves county, who died Wednesday afternoon at the New Mexico
Hospital for the Insane, accompanied
by Mrs. Grandon, was sent to Mr.
Grandon's former home in Illinois lost
night, where burial will occur. Grandon had been an inmate of the hospital only 10 days.
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EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

The election of the officers of the
proposed mica mining and manufacturing compa ny wilh blelenoonOji
luring company will be held tonight at
a meeting scheduled for 8:30 o'clock
in the offices of E. E. Johnson in the
Pioneer block. It had been the intention of the men interested in the
venture to organize last night but so
many other matters came before the
meeting that permanent organization
was postponed until this evening. It
was decided last night that the project
Is a sure thing. After the election of
officers the establishment of a plant
will be made and other preliminary
matters will be attended to.

for its annual masquerade hall and
carnival dance to be given on the
evening of February 22. Committees
have been at work for some time and
the details of the big; affair are be
A marriage license was issued this ing wortipd out. It is the ambition of
morning at the court house to Una the B. Romeros, who have been givGarduno, aged 26, and Antonio Gon- ing masque dances on February 22
zales, aged 29, both residents of East for many years, to make this season's
Las Vegas.
function the most brilliant of the entire sedes. The arrangements com
Word was received in Las Vegas to- mittee Jexpects to make some an
day that Mr. and Mrs. John De Graft-enrei- noimcements early next week.
are the proud parents of a baby
girl, born to them several days ago SUFFERED TERrllEtLE HARDSHIPS
at their home on the lower Pecos.
Jan. 27. Terrible hardManila,
ships were suffered by two school
We emphasize the announcement of teachers, Arthur Young and his wife
"Auld Lang Syne," a two reel produc- of the town of MaaBln, Island of Leyte
tion with the assurance that it is one wjhile on a visit of inspection of the
of surpassing beauty, dramatically, schools of the district, accompanied
As by their
child. They
scenlcally and photographically.
the title suggests, it is founded on the started out from Maasln on a gasowell known Scotch song and poem by line launch, which soon became un"Bobble" Burns, it is known the world manageable. As there were no oars
over for its charm and appeal to the in the boat they could not reach the
hearts of all nations. Photoplay the shore and the little craft drifted out
ater Sunday matinee and night only. to sea. For five days and five nights
they floated without food or water
John M. Hawkins has been reap and were almost in despair when they
pointed postmaster at Alamagordo were cast upon the beach of Siquejor
Otero county. This is Mr. Hawkins Island, 200 miles distant When they
third appointment and Is In line of the landed Mr. and Mrs. Young both were
present policy of the postofflce depart- fearfully emaciated and suffering but
ment to keep experienced men in of- the child was quite well. All probably
fice when possible.
will recover.

Program Photoplay, Sunday matinee
and night only : "Auld Lang Syne,"
two reels, Vltagraph. "A Rural Conqueror," Lubin.

three-year-ol-

Madame Ernestine Sohumann-Hein- k
the great contralto singer, ac compa
nied by her son, Katherine Hoffman,
by her son, Mrs. Katherine Hoffman
her accompanist, a repreesentative of
the Stelnway Piano company, and her
maid passed through Las Vegas this
afternoon on train No. 1 en route for
Albuquerque, where she will sing
Monday night "at the Elks' opera
is
house.
Madame Schumann-Helhon an etxended tour throughout the
southwest. In October she returned
from a trip through Europe and after
a short visit to her estate in New Jersey, started on a tour over the counspent
try. Madame Schumann-Helnmost of her "25 minutes for dinner"
stop in Las Vegas enjoying the warm
New Mexico sunshine and the fine
afr which she confided to a representative of The Optic put new life into
her. She said that of all her travels
through the states she enjoys the
southwest best. Her son, who is traveling with her on this tour, is acting
as her manager. This his first trip in
this capacity. The great singer made
a tour through this section of the
country two years ago. The present
trip will last well Into April, after
which she will return to her estate in
New Jersey.
k
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MR.

POLICYHOLDER.

Dear Sir. Our insurance advice Is
free to you. It may be of value to
you. You pay money willingly for fire
insurance.
Our advice tende to warrant not
spending your money In vain. Ask us
about
"A Better Protection
at the same expense"
CUTLER BROS.
Tel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave.

CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY

FRESH

If you make it

EGGS

LAS VEGAS STEAM
LAUNDRY DAY

old-fashion-

CANNOT BE BEAT

TRY US ONCE.

Per Dozen

PHONE NOW--

SOLD BY

HAYWARD CO.

THE CRAAF

45c

way.

ed

We Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

33

DETECTIVE

1-

-3

J.

H. STEARNS.

PER CENT OFF

On Any Man's Suit or Overcoat
In The House.
BIG

REDUCTION ON SHIRTS.

M. GREENBERGER.

13 THROWN

OUT OF RYAN'S OFFICE

LET
HEAD OF IRON WORKERS' UNION
GROWS PETULANT WHEN
ASKED QUESTIONS.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 27. After
Robert Foster, a detective for the National Erectors' association, had been
ejected from the headquarters of the
Association of Iron
International
Workers today, Frank M. Ryan, president of the iron workers, declarea
Foster had struck him with the butt
of a revolver. Foster admitted he
was armed.
Foster said he went to Ryan's office
to ask him if he had any information
regarding a umor that $5,000 had
been set upon the head of Walter
Drew, counsel for the Erectors' association and that a 'slugger" from
Chicaeo was seeking Drew.
Ryan tried to put me out and I re
sisted," said Foster. "I carried a revolver and showed it, but I will not
say I struck Ryan.'
Ryan said he haa refused to talk
with Foster and had ordered him out
of his oifflce. When he refused to go,
Ryan said, he put him out,
Transcripts of the evidence gath
ered in the investigation of the dynamite conspiracy and new data relat
ing to explosions an the Pacific coast
were sent to Los Angeles, Cal., today
in charge of Arthur L. Weitch, an assistant prosecutor of Los Angeles
county. It was said the evidence is
to be available to both the federal
and county officials in California and
may be used in connection with prosecutions there.
Government officials today expressed
a belief that the "H. G. Botts" whose
suit case containing dynamite has
just been found in Salt Lake City,
Utah, where it was left in a storage
house in 1909, was one of the McNa-The federal grn
mara brothers.
jury took a recess today until Monday.

An Argument
"Where are you going my
little maid"?

Window Lighting.

Sir" She said.
"And what is there you
wish to buy"?

"Ferndell Canned

Goods"

was the reply.
there others,

as

good a grade"?

"Mo Indeed Sir" said
"So you think they are the

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

W3M

include

a means of

a science

must

presenting the

proposition to the greatest nnmber
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

LEST YOU FORGET:
We have

nil

corsage boquets.

PERRY ONION & SON

I
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"I know It Sir just
the

by

test."

"No other canned goods

Goods"

"Fern-de- ll

now

so

there"

...GO TO.

And also the flowers.
507 Siitk Smti

best"?

can compare with

SHIELDS
CORSAGE RIBBON
CORSAGE PINS

CORSAGE

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

the accessories necessary for producing first class

.

BOUCHER'S
Moot M.ia 162

You pay

big rent for that small space
in your Window, let it bring

you good returns by having
it well lighted.
Customer

W. P. Southard

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,

.

Want Ad.
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the beit all round
good habit anyone can have.

ft
ft
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ft

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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California
She asserts in her ravings that her husband had abandoned
her and she was an hallucination that
FROM MOVING TRAIN some one will kill her. The children
were not injured In the leap from the
train. The police are holding her and
WITH TWO BABES IN HER ARMS have the address of John Blllingsly of
Kingland, Texas, supposedly her
8HE RUNS HALF CLAD IN ALfather.
8TREET8
BUQUERQUE

INSANE WOMAN LEAPS

the Maid.

If it may be t eimed

us (ell you About
our low Flat Rate

" r m goi ng to Boucher's

''Aren't

Douglas

it

East

you'll never jo back to the

VEGETABLES

Better Take Advantage of

MONUMENTS
Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denver,
Aaron
Colo.
Local representative,

Ralney, 1101 Eleventh street,
Las Vegas, N. M.
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THE LAST NIGHT
OF THE BIG SALE
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CANNED

AND

IS-
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TO NIGHT
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TO LAUNDRY DAY!
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pany Is mking elaborate preparations

tonight at Armory.

Dance
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27, 1912.

"The Home of Ferndell."

Jan. 27. A
Albuquerque, N. M
pretty woman, apparently, not more
tban 30 years old, with a baby about
a year and a half old and another
child named Violet three years old,
leaped from Santa Fe passenger train
No. 10 at this city this morning, half
clad and carrying the children. She
tried to escape across a parking to
the streets. Officers think she is
mad and the case Is remarkable from
the fact that there is ao little to trace
the woman by and both children are
too small to talk.
The woman is believed to be Mrs.
Harvey Putnam of either Wynola
Escondido, Pomona or Los Angeles

WANTED

Large, clean cotton rags at this
office, for which we will pay 5 cents
par pound.
HATS AT COST.

For a limited time only the Wallis
Millinery will sell children's felt hats
at cost These goods are correct in

style and of fine quality. Tour choice
of the beaver, hats in the display win- dows for $4.
WANTED

Large, clean cotton rags at this
office, for which we will pay 5 cent
per pound.
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